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2D
afTDC
BDC
BN
CAD
CFD
EGR
EVO
FFT
fps
HCCI
HTC
IEA
IMEP
IMEPg
IPCC
IR
IVC
IVO
LII
NOx
PPC
rpm
RSS
SiPRA
SOI
TBC
TDC
UV
YSZ

Two dimensional
After firing top dead centre
Bottom dead center
Boron nitride
Crank angle degree
Computational fluid dynamics
Exhaust gas recirculation
Exhaust valve opening
Fast Fourier transform
Frames per second
Homogeneous charge compression ignition
Heat transfer coefficient
International Energy Agency
Indicated mean effective pressure
Gross indicated mean effective pressure
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
Infrared
Inlet valve closure
Inlet valve opening
Laser-induced incandescence
Nitrogen oxides
Partially premixed combustion
Revolutions per minute
Residual sum of squares
Silica reinforced porous anodized aluminum
Start of injection
Thermal barrier coating
Top dead center
Ultraviolet
Yttria-stabilized zirconia. (ZrO2 + Y2 O3 )

Mathematical Notation
a
A
An
B
Bn
cp
f
fN yq
fo
h
}
h∗
h∗bb
h∗s
H
IMEP
J
k
l
L
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ṁ
ṁbb
Mλ
n
N
N∗
Nrpm
Nu
p
P
Pr
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q̇dyn
q̇r
q̇s
q̇steady
Q
QLHV
Q̇
Qch

Thermal diffusivity
Area
Fourier coefficients
Bore diameter
Fourier coefficients
Specific heat capacity at constant pressure
Frequency
Nyquist frequency
Fundamental frequency
Heat transfer coefficient (HTC)
Reduced Planck’s constant
Enthalpy
Enthalpy of gas lost through blow-by
sensible enthalpy
Overall heat transfer coefficient
Indicated mean effective pressure
Luminescence intensity
Thermal conductivity
Conrod length
Stroke length
Mass
Mass flow
Mass flow lost through blow-by
Spectral exitance
Index of summation or index of refraction
Maximum value of the index of summation
Number of excited luminescent centers
Engine speed in revolutions per minute
Nusselt number
Pressure
Probability
Prandtl number
Heat flux
Dynamic heat flux
Radiation heat flux
Surface heat flux
Steady-state heat flux
Thermal energy
Lower heating value
Rate of heat transfer
Thermal energy from chemical energy

Qht
Qn
rc
R
RSS
Re
Sτ
t
to
T
T
Tg
Ts
U∗
U
v
V
Vc
Vd
W
x
xpen
Xrad

Thermal energy lost through heat transfer
Net thermal energy or cumulative apparent heat release
Compression ratio
Specific gas constant
Residual sum of squares
Reynolds number
Temperature sensitivity of the decay time
Time
Period
Temperature
Average temperature with respect to time
Gas temperature
Surface temperature
Internal energy
Voltage
Velocity
Volume
Clearance volume
Displacement volume
Work
Spatial coordinate orthogonal to the surface
Penetration depth
Radiant fraction

α
β
γ
δ
∆T
∆T ,s
ε
ζa
ζe
ζr
ζt
η
θ
λ
µ
ν
ξ
π
ρ

Angle
Angle
Ratio of specific heats
Angle of phase shift
Temperature swing
Surface temperature swing
Thermal effusivity
Absorptivity
Emisssivity
Reflectivity
Transmittance
Constant
Crank angle degree
Wavelength
Dynamic viscosity
Frequency of electromagnetic wave
Constant
Archimedes’ constant, ≈ 3.14159
Density

σ
σsb
τ
ψ

Standard deviation
Stefan-Boltzmann constant
Decay time
Constant

Abstract
Transportation is a crucial part of modern societies. This includes their economies.
Trade and the transportation of goods have a great influence on prosperity. Nevertheless, the transportation sector with road transport in particular is heavily
dependent on fossil fuels and emits a significant amount of greenhouse gases. One
approach to mitigate the negative environmental impact of road transport is to
increase the efficiency of its most common propulsion system, that is the internal
combustion engine. Due to its dominant role in the road freight transportation
sector, this thesis directs its attention to heavy-duty diesel engines. In-cylinder
heat losses are one of the main factors that reduce engine efficiency. Therefore,
the objective of this thesis is to gain a better understanding of the processes that
influence in-cylinder heat losses by resolving them in time and space using optical
methods. In diesel engines, most of the in-cylinder heat losses are transferred to the
piston. As a result, this thesis focuses specifically on that component.
In this research project, the task to determine in-cylinder heat losses to the
piston in heavy-duty diesel engines is divided into two parts. The most important
part consists of fast surface temperature measurements on the piston using phosphor
thermometry. The heat transfer coefficient inside the piston cooling gallery defines
an additional steady-state boundary condition.
The work presented in this thesis includes therefore efforts to improve in-cylinder
surface temperature measurements and an assessment of their accuracy and precision.
Furthermore, it comprises of experimental results from measurements on steel
pistons and a piston with an insulating thermal barrier coating. Results reveal
spatial differences of the heat transfer during diesel combustion. Measurements at
the impingement point indicate a strong influence of flame impingement on local
heat transfer. A correlation is detected between heat transfer and cycle-to-cycle
variations of flame impingement.
The thesis also reports efforts to determine the heat transfer coefficient inside the
piston cooling gallery. Using an infrared camera a method is presented to spatially
resolve convective heat transfer inside this cooling channel.

xv

Sammanfattning
Transport är en viktig del av det moderna samhället och dess ekonomi. Handel
och godstransport har en stor inverkan på välstånd. Å andra sidan är transportsektorn starkt beroende av fossila bränslen och släpper ut en betydande mängd
växthusgaser. Ett sätt att minimera transportsektorns negativa miljöpåverkan är
att öka verkningsgraden för fordonens vanligaste framdrivningssystem, det vill säga
förbränningsmotorn. Tunga dieselmotorer har en dominerande roll inom godstransportsektorn, som denna avhandling fokuserar på. Värmeförluster från cylindern
är en av de viktigaste faktorerna som minskar motorns verkningsgrad. Syftet med
denna avhandling är därför att öka förståelse för de processer som påverkar nyssnämnda värmeförluster genom att lösa upp dem i tid och rum med optiska metoder.
Största delen av dieselmotorns värmeförluster i cylindern går genom kolven. Denna
avhandling fokuserar därför specifikt på dessa.
I det här forskningsprojektet, delas upp problemet att bestämma värmeförluster
till kolven i två delar: Snabba yttemperaturmätningar på kolven genom fosfortermometri och bestämning av värmeövergångstalet i kylgalleriet med infraröd
filmning.
Arbetet som ligger till grunden för denna avhandling syftar till att förbättra
yttemperaturmätningar på kolven och bedöma mätningarnas noggrannhet och precision. Dessutom består det av experimentella resultat från yttemperaturmätningar
under diesel förbränning med dels stålkolvar och dels en kolv med ett isolerande
ytskikt. Resultaten avslöjar skillnader i värmeöverföringen på olika positioner på
kolven. Mätningar vid punkten där dieselflamman träffar kolven visar ett starkt
inflytande av flammträff på värmeöverföringen. En korrelation observeras mellan
värmeöverföring och flammträffs cykel-till-cykel-variationer. Utöver detta presenteras en metod för att experimentellt rumsupplösa konvektiv värmeöverföring inuti
kolvkylgalleriet.
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1
1.1

Introduction
Motivation and Global Context

According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), a suborganization of the United Nations, there is no doubt about the warming of the
climate (see Figure 1.1a). Paleoclimate reconstruction actually shows that the
current changes to our climate are unprecedented over decades to millennia [1]. This
reveals the great challenge climate change presents to our ecosystem and future
generations. The reason for the climate to become warmer is a change in the
Earth’s energy balance. The IPCC attributes this development mainly to increasing
levels of atmospheric CO2 . This gas absorbs longwave radiative energy which
otherwise would have been emitted into space [1, 2]. All gases that absorb longwave
radiation are generally referred to as greenhouse gases. Figure 1.1a demonstrates
how drastically the concentration of CO2 has risen between 1750 and 2018. The
IPCC’s consensus is that increased CO2 levels are primarily due to human activities
such as the combustion of fossil fuels. Anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions
became important with industrialization and have grown since. Half of the CO2
that was emitted during the 261 years between 1750 and 2011 occurred during the
last 40 years alone [2].
The recent decades of large CO2 emissions were also marked by unprecedented
economic activity. In the years between 1950 and 1998, the world economy experienced a six-fold increase in terms of gross domestic product (GDP) [7]. In spite
of simultaneous population growth, the economic expansion resulted in an average
yearly increase of the per capita income of 2.1% [7]. The second half of the 20th
century and the beginning of the 21st century were however not only characterized
by a remarkable economic development which caused large CO2 emissions but also
by a tremendous improvement in global health and standard of living. Between
1950 and 2015, the global average life expectancy increased from 47 years to 71
years. During the same period of time, infant mortality decreased from 142 to 35
deaths per 1000 births [8]. Jetter and coworkers recently inferred from historic data
that GDP per capita explains over 64% of the variation of life expectancy across
countries and years [9]. The authors even went further and concluded that economic
growth appeared to be the ”predominant medicine” to prolong people’s lives [9].
The trend of higher life expectancy for greater GDP per capita is visualized in
1
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.1: (a) Land-surface temperature anomaly relative to the average between
1951 and 1980 and yearly average of atmospheric CO2 concentration (Sources:
Berkeley Earth [3] and Scripps Institution of Oceanography [4]). (b) Life expectancy
versus inflation-adjusted GDP per capita for different countries in 2017 (Sources:
Gapminder Foundation [5] and World Bank through www.gapminder.org [6]).

Figure 1.1b for data from 2017.
A key enabler of the recent economic and socioeconomic development is transportation. The ability to move people quickly over long distances allows them to be
more productive and to get better health care. Access to hospitals and the daily
commute to work are just two examples. In addition, transportation of goods around
the globe is crucial for trade and economic activity. Reviewing the importance
of road freight, the International Energy Agency (IEA) concluded that economic
development and road-bound transportation of goods are closely linked [10]. This
conclusion is based on data presented in Figure 1.2. It shows that a 1% increase in
GDP per capita correlates to an increase of road freight activity in tonne-kilometer
per capita of 1.07% [10].
The benefits of transportation come, however, at a cost. Globally, the transport
sector accounts for approximately 14% of all anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions
[2]. Road freight, which is the subdivision of the transport sector this thesis is
mainly concerned with, contributes about one-third to the sector’s greenhouse gas
emissions [10]. Among all energy sectors, road freight is the primary user of diesel
fuel. In fact, 84% of road freight related oil consumption is based on this fuel.
The remaining 16% are dominated by gasoline and is largely confined to light-duty
trucks that weigh less than 3.5 t, for example pick-up trucks and vans. The share of
gasoline in road freight decreases as truck size increases. This is due to the higher
efficiency of diesel engines compared to gasoline engines [10].
Several conclusions can be drawn from the previous analysis of the links between
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Figure 1.2: Road freight activity in tonne kilometer per capita plotted against
GDP per capita for different countries between 1971 and 2014 (Source: IEA [10])

global warming, economic activity and the transportation sector. During the last
decades, economic activity has been coupled to increasing standards of living, large
greenhouse gas emissions, and growing road freight activity. Road freight itself is
also an important contributor to CO2 emissions. To empower economic growth while
minimizing its impact on climate change, this thesis investigates how the efficiency
of the road freight sector can be increased in order to reduce its fuel consumption.
Considering that diesel engines are the most common propulsion system for road
freight, the focus shall be directed to losses that limit the efficiency of that type of
engine.

1.2

Research Topic

In modern diesel engines, the fuel’s energy content is mainly converted into work,
exhaust losses, and in-cylinder heat losses. Approximately 40% to 50% of the energy
is turned into work, that is to say the part that is available for vehicle propulsion.
The two main losses are exhaust losses and heat losses. Usually, some of the fuel’s
energy content that ends up in exhaust losses is utilized in a turbocharger. This
device extracts part of the energy that remains in the exhaust gases to compress the
fresh charge before it enters the cylinder. The useful energy that still remains in the
exhaust gases after the turbocharger may even be extracted in a later waste heat
recovery system. Heat losses, the last of the previously mentioned three categories, is
reported to account for 12% to 28% of the injected fuel energy [11–20]. These losses
are not exploited in the same way as exhaust losses and merely dissipate through the
coolant and the lubricant. Borman and Nishiwaki [12] and Morel and coworkers [11]
estimated that approximately 20% to 28% of possible heat loss reductions would
translate into higher work output. The rest would leave the cylinder as higher

4
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energy (i.e. higher temperatures) in the exhaust gases. This greater potential in the
exhaust could however be utilized in the turbine of the turbocharge or in a waste
heat recovery system. Despite the fact that the main part of heat loss reductions
may not be converted into work directly, reductions still have a great potential for
efficiency improvements.
The capability of numerical tools such as computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
and conjugate convective heat transfer simulations have recently improved strongly.
This lead to many of the latest studies on in-cylinder heat transfer to be based
on such tools, e.g. [14, 15, 18]. Even though such numerical investigations are very
important, they need to be verified with measurements. Some of the physics may
not be simulated correctly, for instance because of cycle-to-cycle variations, spray
models, mesh-size effects, or complex combustion chemistry. This is especially true
if the conditions are far from normal. Insulated combustion chambers that reduce
heat losses for example through ceramic thermal barrier coatings (TBCs) constitute
such a case of uncommon conditions that specifically require measurements. The
need for such measurements was already identified in the Future Work section of
Borman and Nishiwaki’s widely recognized paper on ”Internal Combustion Engine
Heat Transfer” from 1987 [12]

”It is clear that some fundamental work on convective heat transfer is
needed which uses modern optical methods to determine the velocity,
temperature, and turbulence profiles in a fired engine. Such experiments
will be very difficult and should thus be carefully documented so that the
results can be used in conjunction with multi-dimensional modeling of
the cylinder events. It would be particularly useful if such experiments
were performed for both metal and ceramic surfaces.”

Insulated combustion chambers with ceramic TBCs were already discussed 32 years
before writing the present PhD thesis when Borman and Nishiwaki published the
quoted review article. This has not changed today. TBCs are still considered for
implementation in diesel engines [21–23]. In addition, experimental studies that
investigate fundamental heat transfer processes in internal combustion engines are
still required to improve and validate conjugate heat transfer simulations. All in
all, Borman and Nishiwaki’s assessment continues to be valid. One thing that
has changed since their publication, however, regards optical methods. Optical
measurement techniques have improved significantly during the 32 years that separate
Borman and Nishiwaki’s article from this PhD thesis. Despite of the limited
possibilities of these methods at that time, Borman and Nishiwaki saw the need
for optical measurements even then. The work in this thesis directs its attention,
therefore, to optical measurements to study fundamental heat transfer processes in
diesel engines.

1.3. Objectives and Scope of the Thesis

1.3
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Objectives and Scope of the Thesis

The present thesis summarizes research the author conducted between 2014 and
2019. During this time, the author worked in three different groups:
• Group for Research and Technology – Performance, Scania CV AB
• Unit for Internal Combustion Engines, KTH Royal Institute of Technology
• Division of Combustion Physics, Lund University.
Every group contributed to the research in this thesis in a different way. It comes
therefore as no surprise that the work is highly cross-disciplinary and contains
aspects of several fields. These disciplines are mainly:
• Optical and laser-based measurement methods in general and specifically
phosphor thermometry
• Internal combustion engines and specifically heavy-duty diesel engines
• Heat transfer.
The thesis specifically intends to communicate practical aspects and common mistakes that are of importance for optical heat transfer measurements in diesel engines.
The aim is to help future PhD students and researchers who start working on similar
projects to avoid common traps. Due to the cross-disciplinary nature of the research,
it may not be assumed that the common reader has an adequate background in all
three fields. This makes it necessary to start from a common ground.
Chapter 2 discusses therefore the basics of diesel engines and heat transfer.
Chapter 3 continues with the fundamental concepts that are necessary for determining in-cylinder heat losses. Next, Chapter 4 reviews techniques applicable for
measurements of the piston temperature and specifically piston surface temperature.
Building on the previously discussed fundamentals, Chapter 5 divides the problem
in two subproblems and gives reason why certain measurement methods were chosen
for each subproblem. Once the subproblems and the methods are defined, specific
research questions can be described. These research questions are given in Chapter 6.
The two subproblems are dealt with in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8, individually. First,
the challenge to measure surface temperature on the piston is met in Chapter 7.
This chapter addresses the question of how the most important boundary condition
can be determined with phosphor thermometry. This discussion also considers
accuracy and precision. Chapter 8 outlines and evaluates a proposed method to
determine the heat transfer coefficient inside the piston cooling gallery. The thesis
is concluded with a brief outlook in Chapter 9.

2
2.1

Fundamentals
Diesel Combustion

This thesis focuses on modern heavy-duty diesel engines for road freight. Characteristics of these engines are a four-stroke design, direct, high-pressure fuel injection,
cylinder bore diameters between 100 mm and 150 mm, and engine speeds between
800 and 2000 rpm. For a typical engine speed of 1200 rpm, a full cycle is completed
after two revolutions and 0.1 s. The cycle can be divided into 720 crank angle
degrees (CAD). For 1200 rpm, this means that 1 CAD corresponds to 138.9 µs. This
example illustrates the time scales of the thermodynamic process. In the following
paragraphs, the engine cycle and specifically the combustion process are briefly
reviewed with particular attention to heat transfer related aspects.
Between inlet valve opening (IVO) and inlet valve closure (IVC) a fresh charge
is admitted into the cylinder while the piston travels downwards from top dead
center (TDC) to bottom dead center (BDC). The fresh charge consists primarily of
compressed air usually at pressures between 1.5 bar and 3 bar and may contain a
certain amount of recirculated exhaust gases. During the subsequent compression
stroke when the piston moves up towards TDC, the cylinder volume is reduced and
the pressure rises. During this part of the cycle, the gas temperature increases from
levels slightly above ambient temperature (≈ 30 ◦C) to temperatures above 500 ◦C.
Close to maximum compression, i.e. TDC, fuel is injected into a cavity inside
the piston. This cavity is called piston bowl (see Figure 2.1). Shortly after start
of injection (SOI), the atomized fuel spray ignites due to high gas temperatures,
great pressures, and mixing with the oxygen in the cylinder charge. Following a
short initial premixed phase, combustion becomes mixing controlled. This leads
to the formation of a diffusion flame around the downstream part of the fuel-rich
spray plume. Maximum flame temperatures are usually above 1800 ◦C [17, 24–27].
Soot and nitrogen oxides (NOx ) are the main pollutants from diesel combustion. A
conceptual model of diesel combustion from Dec [28] respectively locates the zones of
soot and NOx formation in the fuel-rich core of the diesel jet and the outer diffusion
flame. Due to high soot concentration, diesel flames are very luminous. As a result
of great injection pressures commonly beyond 800 bar, the combusting fuel jets have
a large momentum. Consequently, these jets penetrate the highly-compressed gas
7
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3
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Figure 2.1: Sketch of cylinder in a diesel engine when the piston is close to firing
top dead center (TDC). The numbers indicate: (1) cylinder head, (2) fuel injector,
(3) location of the diesel flame (representation of the flame is not realistic), (4)
cylinder liner, (5) piston, (6) conrod, (7) piston bowl, (8) piston cooling gallery.

and impinge onto the piston bowl wall. This thesis investigates, inter alia, heat
transfer during flame impingement.
During combustion, heat is released. Consequently temperature and pressure
of the gas inside the cylinder increase. Hence, cylinder pressure is greater during
the expansion stroke than during the previous compression stroke. This results in
a surplus of work exerted on the piston. After exhaust valve opening (EVO) and
before the beginning of the next cycle, the combustion gases exit the cylinder.

2.1.1

Heat release

Information about the combustion process is crucial for the optimization of
internal combustion engines. Estimating the rate of heat release is one of the most
important and widely-applied diagnostic tools for combustion analysis in internal
combustion engines.
Applying the first law of thermodynamics to the confined volume inside the
cylinder yields Equation 2.1. This description of conservation of energy includes the
all net energy transfer into or from the system, namely: thermal energy (dQn/dt),
work (−p dV /dt), internal energy (dU ∗/dt) and sensible enthalpy of the fuel (ṁf h∗s,f ).
dQn
dV
dU ∗
−p
+ ṁf h∗s,f =
(2.1)
dt
dt
dt
The temperature of the injected fuel is relatively close to the temperature at
standard condition. Thus, the sensible enthalpy of the fuel is small and can be
disregarded (h∗s,f ≈ 0).
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Equation 2.1 is the basis of the calculation of the apparent net heat release
rate which describes the net transfer of thermal energy to the cylinder volume.
It is therefore the result of the chemical heat release (dQch/dt) and losses mainly
due to heat transfer and gas leakage through crevices. Losses through leakage are
commonly called blow-by. Solving Equation 2.1 for the apparent net heat release
rate gives Equation 2.2.
dQn
dQch dQht
dV
dU ∗
=
−
− ṁbb h∗bb = p
+
(2.2)
dt
dt
dt
dt
dt
The assumtion is made that the gas inside the cylinder can be modeled as an
ideal gas with homogeneous temperature and pressure. This leads to Equation
2.3 [29]. Here, the apparent net heat release rate is merely a function of the volume
(V ), the pressure (p), and the ratio of specific heats (γ) of the gas inside the cylinder.
dQn
γ
dV
1
dp
=
p
+
V
dt
γ − 1 dt
γ − 1 dt

(2.3)

Commonly, engine test benches are instrumented to measures temperature and
pressure in the intake manifold (Tin , pin ), mass flow of air into the engine (ṁin ),
engine speed (Nrpm ), and temperature in the exhaust manifold (Texh ). In addition,
engine test benches also measure cylinder pressure (p) and angular position of the
crank shaft (θ), with high temporal resolution. The resolution is commonly below
1 CAD. For a certain crank angle position, the cylinder volume (V ) can be calculated
using Equation 2.4 for a given engine with stroke (L), cylinder bore (B), conrod
length (l), and compression ratio (rc ) [29].
!

 r
2
πB 2
L
πB 2 L
L
+
l+
sin2 (θ )
1 − cos(θ ) + l2 −
V (θ ) =
4(rc − 1)
4
2
4

(2.4)

To attain a higher accuracy of the volume trace, the effect of elastic engine
deformation may also be taken into account. A model for elasticity has previously
been presented by Aronsson et al. [30].
The compression ratio (rc ) is defined as the ratio of the maximum cylinder volume
to the minimum cylinder volume. It is therefore a function of the displacement
volume (Vd ) and the clearance volume (Vc ).
rc =

Vd + Vc
Vc

(2.5)

Usually the exact clearance volume and the exact compression ratio are unknown.
There are two possible ways to avoid errors due to incorrect compression ratios. One
method to calculate the clearance volume is to measure the piston bowl volume, the
volume of the valve recess in the cylinder head, the volume above the piston ring
pack, and the squish height. Another way is to estimate the compression ratio from
a motoring pressure trace, i.e. a pressure trace while the crank shaft is powered by
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an electrical dynamometer acting as an electric motor. In the present work, only
the latter method was applied.
It may be assumed that heat losses are constant in a small window around closed
cycle TDC if the engine is motored, i.e. combustion does not take place. In this
small window, the apparent heat release rate should not vary. Mathematically this
means that the correct compression ratio should minimize the RSS in Equation 2.6
for a small window of the crank angle around TDC, θ ∈ [−θW ; θW ]. The method
was applied in papers I, III, and IV and is explained in more detail in Paper I.

RSS =

θX
6θW
θ>−θW

dQn dQn (θ )
−
dt
dt

!2
(2.6)

The approach is based on previous work from Tunestål [31] who used a similar
method to estimate TDC offset. In this work, errors due to TDC offset were
neglected. This error describes a constant offset in the measurement of the angular
position of the crank shaft due to a misalignment of the encoder. A TDC offset has
an effect on the calculation of the cylinder volume. As a result, it also affects the
heat release estimation. In spite of that, heat release rates are comparable as long
as the crank angle encoder is not altered during a measurement campaign. In that
case, all measurements are affected by the same TDC offset.
Cylinder pressure is usually measured with a piezoelectric sensor which yields a
pressure dependent charge. A charge amplifier converts the output of the pressure
transducer into voltage. This measurement system enables a high temporal resolution
but suffers from a random offset of the output. The voltage signal from the charge
amplifier must therefore be referenced to another pressure measurement in order to
obtain correct absolute pressures. This offset correction is usually called pegging.
In the papers I, III, and IV, in-cylinder pressure signals were pegged by equating
the pressure in the inlet manifold pin to the mean value of the in-cylinder pressure
between −200 CAD and −180 CAD after firing top dead centre (afTDC).
In addition to the offset, the cylinder pressure signal also suffers from electric
noise. Another effect may be Helmholtz resonance in the channel the pressure
transducer is located in. Thus, one may decide to apply certain filters to remove or
reduce unwanted frequency components in the pressure signal. In Paper I, III, and
IV, a moving average filter and a Fourier filter were applied.
The ratio of specific heats (γ) is the last quantity that needs to be determined
for the calculation of the heat release rate with Equation 2.3. Generally, the
ratio of specific heats is a function of gas composition, pressure, and temperature.
Nevertheless, dependence on pressure and composition are often neglected to simplify
calculations. Brunt and Platts [32] presented a correlation which is only dependent
on temperature (see Equation 2.7). This description of the ratio of specific heats
was applied in Paper I, III, and IV.
γ = 1.35 − 6.0 · 10−5 T + 1 · 10−8 T 2

(2.7)
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The ideal gas law in Equation 2.8 is used to compute the mean temperature
of the gas inside the cylinder. The result was then used to estimate the ratio of
specific heats. The mass of gas inside the cylinder (m) which is needed to calculate
the temperature was determined from the mass flow rate of air into the engine (ṁin )
and engine speed (Nrpm ).
T =

pV
mR

(2.8)

It shall be pointed out that this thesis uses two temperature scales: Kelvin
(K) and Celsius (◦C). Throughout the thesis, the temperature unit is chosen
according to the most comprehensible way of presenting the information to the
reader. Therefore, temperatures are consistently given in Kelvin where absolute
temperatures are of importance. This is the case, for example, in Equations 2.7
and 2.8. Furthermore, temperature differences, errors, and standard deviations
are also given in Kelvin. However, temperatures of engine components are always
described in Celsius. Component temperatures in Kelvin are usually more difficult
to comprehend than temperatures given in Celsius. Moreover, only temperature
differences are necessary when talking about heat transfer through conduction
or convection (described in more detail later). The absolute temperature is not
necessary in these cases because the temperature difference does not change if
converting all temperatures from Kelvin to Celsius or vice versa. For clarification,
temperatures in Celsius are merely offset by −273.15 compared to temperatures in
Kelvin. A temperature step of 1 K is equivalent to a temperature step of 1 ◦C.
Knowledge of the rate of chemical conversion is often not enough. Usually, it is
also necessary to know how much of the chemical energy has already been converted
into heat. This quantity is called cumulative apparent heat release and can be
described as the integral of the apparent heat release rate from SOI until a certain
crank angle degree θ0 .
Z

θ0

Qn =
SOI

dQn dt
dθ
dt dθ

(2.9)

To enable integration in respect to the crank angle degree, a factor to convert
time into CAD is added to Equation 2.9. As shown in Equation 2.10 this factor is
merely the inverse of the angular velocity of the crank shaft. The relation between
angular velocity and engine speed is shown in Equation 2.11.
dt
1
1
= dθ =
dθ
θ̇
dt
θ̇ = Nrpm

360 CAD/rev
60 s/min

(2.10)

(2.11)

Combustion phasing is often described with CA10, CA50, and CA90. These
designations indicate the crank angle at which 10%, 50%, and 90% of the fuel has
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burnt. In other words, CA10, CA50, and CA90 mark the crank angles θ0 at which
10%, 50%, and 90% of the maximum value of Qn are reached.
Engine load is often described as IMEP which is the ratio of work produced
during one cycle (W ) and the displacement volume (Vd ). Work is equal to the
integral of cylinder pressure with respect to cylinder volume. The displacement
volume can be calculated from stroke length (L) and bore diameter (B).
IMEP =

W
4
=
Vd
πB 2 L

Z
p dV

(2.12)

If the integral to calculate work is not computed for the entire cycle but only
between IVC and EVO, Equation 2.12 yields the gross indicated mean effective
pressure (IMEPg ). Usually, maximum load of heavy-duty diesel engines is between
25 bar and 27 bar IMEP. Loads below 7 bar IMEP are commonly considered low.
Loads above 20 bar IMEP are considered high.

2.2

Modes of In-Cylinder Heat Transfer

Heat transfer describes the transport of energy between matter due to temperature difference. Generally, heat transfer can be classified into three different
modes: conduction, convection, and radiation [33]. Conduction describes a mode
in which heat is transferred between control volumes which are in physical contact.
In the engine, this mode is important in and in between components. Convection
is a mode of heat transfer which is governed by fluid motion. This mode occurs
in the combustion chamber at the interface between the gas charge and the wall.
Radiation describes the transport of energy between two separated bodies through
quantized electromagnetic waves, i.e. photons, without the involvement of any
medium in between. This mode controls the direct heat transfer from incandescent
soot particles to the surrounding combustion chamber walls.
In diesel engines, heat transfer is not limited to the processes inside the cylinder.
In fact, heat transfer plays also a crucial role in other parts of the engine such as after
treatment system, turbocharger or engine cooling system. Yet, this thesis focuses
on in-cylinder heat transfer only. Compared to the fuel’s energy content, losses due
to in-cylinder heat transfer account for approximately 12% to 28% [11–20]. Inside
the cylinder, the thermal load is inhomogeneously distributed over the different
components. Previous research estimated that approximately 49% to 68% of incylinder heat losses are transferred to the piston; 27% to 32% go to the cylinder
head, and the rest goes to the cylinder liner [11,12,18]. Despite the large span which
may be due to different methods and engine designs, the researchers consistently
report that the greatest part of the heat losses goes through the piston.
In the following subsections, the different modes of heat transfer are reviewed in
more detail. Here, the importance of these three modes of heat transfer is assessed
with regards to in-cylinder heat transfer.
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Conduction

One-dimensional steady-state heat conduction can be described through Fourier’s
Law in Equation 2.13 [33–35]. This fundamental law states that the rate of heat
transfer in direction of coordinate x (Q̇x ) is proportional to the cross-sectional
area (A) and the temperature gradient in the opposite direction along coordinate x.
The proportionality factor (k) is called thermal conductivity and depends on the
material. The rate of heat transfer (Q̇) is the amount of heat that is transferred
per unit time. In the international system of units, this leads to the units J s−1 or
W. Often, it is convenient to use an area specific description of heat transfer. The
amount of heat that is transferred per unit time and area is called heat flux (q̇).
∂T
(2.13)
∂x
In case heat transfer is transient, energy storage has to be taken into account.
This leads to Equation 2.14 which describes the spatial and temporal temperature
distribution in a body exposed to one-dimensional conduction.
Q̇x = q̇x A = −kA

∂T
∂2T
=a 2
(2.14)
∂t
∂x
Thermal diffusivity a is defined as the ratio of thermal conductivity k and the
product of density ρ and specific heat capacity cp [29, 34, 35].
a=

k
ρcp

(2.15)

All in-cylinder heat losses are eventually conducted through the components that
enclose the combustion chamber. This makes conduction one of the most important
heat transfer modes in diesel engines. In order to meet this importance with the
corresponding attention, transient conduction characteristics are discussed in more
detail in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. All in-cylinder heat losses are conducted through the
cylinder liner, the piston, and the cylinder head. Minimizing conduction through
these components has therefore great potential to retain more energy in the working
fluid, i.e. the gas in the cylinder. A common approach is to use materials with
lower thermal conductivity. Instead of manufacturing the entire component out
of such materials, it is also possible to coat such materials onto the surface, only.
High-temperature coatings with thermal properties that protect or insulate the
substrate are generally called thermal barrier coatings (TBCs).
Thermal barrier coating
The first efforts to insulate the combustion chamber in diesel engines were
published at least 40 years before this thesis [36]. A large amount of work on this
subject was also conducted in the 1980s [37–46]. While most of the studies have
applied TBCs and specifically YSZ [37, 40, 43, 45, 46], air gap insulation has also
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been discussed [39, 41, 47]. Despite the long history, the results from these studies
are inconclusive. Numerical studies that simulate heat conduction indicate that
TBCs lead to efficiency improvements [11, 21, 37, 38, 48]. However, experimental
studies do not give such a clear picture. Some experimental work could not detect
any efficiency benefits or even noticed a lower efficiency [39, 41, 42, 46, 47, 49]. On
the contrary, other studies claimed between 0.5 and 3 percentage point efficiency
improvements [22, 43, 50–53].
The literature discussed two reasons for the absence of clear efficiency improvements for TBC insulated combustion chambers. These are convection vive and
degraded combustion. Woschni and coworkers [41, 44] hypothesized that hotter,
TBC-coated walls cause flame quenching to occur closer to the wall than with cooler
walls without insulation. According to them, the smaller distance between the wall
and the flame would cause a larger temperature gradient and a greater heat flux.
This effect which they called convection vive is supposed to overcompensate the
benefits of TBC insulation. Similar effects including related catalytic combustion
were also observed and discussed by other researchers [42, 54, 55]. In contrast to
this theory, other researchers attributed the absence of efficiency improvements to
slower heat release and degraded combustion [45, 46, 49, 51]. Slower heat release was
observed in the present work for a YSZ coated piston. This is presented in Paper I.
Renewed interest for the topic of heat loss reduction through TBC insulation has
emerged after several researchers affiliated to Toyota published work on ”temperature
swing heat insulation” [21, 22, 56]. The researchers that were involved in theses
studies proposed the use of coatings with low thermal conductivity, low density,
and low specific heat. The surface temperature of such coatings should exhibit
a greater temperature swing and thus reduce the temperature difference between
the gas and the surface. These research efforts tried to attain such a temperature
swing, introducing a novel TBC called silica reinforced porous anodized aluminum
(SiPRA) [22, 56].

2.2.2

Convection

Convective heat transfer is governed by the temperature and velocity field of
a fluid. In the engine, convection transports the gas inside the cylinder to the
surfaces that enclose the combustion chamber. The convective transport of the gas
to the surface creates a thin thermal boundary layer in which the gas temperature
changes from the average gas temperature Tg to the surface temperature Ts .Due
to its small dimension, the thickness or even the temperature gradient of the
thermal boundary layer can usually not be measured in technical applications [34].
This is certainly the case in internal combustion engines where fluid motion is
generally turbulent [29]. Therefore, it is convenient to describe convective heat
transfer simply with a convective heat transfer coefficient (HTC) which includes the
complex connection of the temperature distribution and the convective transport
of the fluid [33–35]. The heat flux q̇ follows then directly from the HTC and the
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temperature difference of the gas and the surface. The convective heat transfer
coefficient is described mathematically with symbol h and has the unit [W K−1 m−2 ].
q̇ = h Tg − Ts



(2.16)

To translate the HTC of a specific problem to similar problems, it is often
beneficial to express convective heat transfer in a non-dimensional way through a
characteristic length L and the thermal conductivity of the gas kg . This leads to the
Nusselt number Nu which is the dimensionless heat transfer coefficient [29, 34, 35].
Nu =

hL
kg

(2.17)

Likewise, the flow field and the transport of momentum and heat can also be
expressed as dimensionless quantities. These are respectively the Reynolds number
Re and the Prandtl number Pr.
Re =

ρvL
µ

(2.18)

Pr =

cp µ
kg

(2.19)

The Nusselt number is often modeled with the ansatz in Equation 2.20 [29, 35].
Nu = a Rem Prn

(2.20)

Common models of convective in-cylinder heat transfer
Many correlations have previously been proposed to describe the spatial average
heat transfer coefficient inside the cylinder of internal combustion engines [57–60].
In spite of that, Woschni’s model [57] from 1967 is even today one of the most
widely-applied models. This model approximates the Nusselt number according to
Equation 2.21.
Nu = C Rem

(2.21)

Woschni employed the same exponent m as in turbulent pipe flow, i.e. m = 0.8,
and deduced constant C from engine energy balances [57]. The Reynolds number
Re is dependent on thermal conductivity kg and dynamic viscosity µ of the gas.
These properties are known to be a function of temperature only [61]. Woschni
assumed that the thermal conductivity kg and dynamic viscosity µ are proportional
to T 0.75 and T 0.62 , respectively. It is worth noticing that different proportionalities
are reported in [61]. Solving 2.21 for the heat transfer coefficient h yields Woschni’s
model in Equation 2.22.
h = CB 0.2 p0.8 v 0.8 T 0.55

(2.22)
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Figure 2.2: Spectral exitance from a black body at different temperatures plotted
against wavelength. The visible spectrum is indicated by the colored vertical lines

In this formula, B is the cylinder bore diameter and v is the velocity which
Woschni described depending on the swirl and the period during the cycle. Some
limitations of Woschni’s heat transfer model are:
• The model gives a spatial average heat transfer coefficient. Therefore, the
model does not take local phenomena, e.g. flame impingement, into account.
• It merely assumes that the exponent m is equal to that in turbulent pipe flow.
• It is based on energy balance only. The HTC’s temporal variation is not based
on surface temperature measurements.
A more detailed explanation of Woschni’s heat transfer model can be found in [29,57].
Data from this thesis is compared to a model similar to Woschni’s model in Paper IV.

2.2.3

Radiation

Matter above absolute zero temperature emits radiation in form of electromagnetic waves [34, 35]. The total radiant power into the hemisphere that is emitted at
a certain wavelength λ is temperature dependent and is described by the spectral
exitance Mλ . It is given in Equation 2.23 for a black body [33–35]. The reader is
referred to the literature for the constants c1 and c2 since they are not important
for this thesis. In Figure 2.2, the spectral exitance is plotted over wavelength for
different temperatures.
Mλ (λ, T ) =

πc1
h

λ5 exp

c2
λT



i
−1

(2.23)

Integration of the spectral exitance with respect to wavelength from zero to
infinity yields the radiation heat flux q̇r that is emitted from a black body at a
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certain temperature [34, 35]. The integral yields a surprisingly simple solution and
shows that the radiation heat flux is proportional to the black body’s absolute
temperature to the fourth power. The constant σsb is called the Stefan-Boltzmann
constant and is equal to σsb = 5.67 × 10−8 W m−2 K−4 .
q̇r = σsb T 4

(2.24)

Real objects do not behave exactly like black bodies and generally emit less than a
black body. The intensity is reduced by a factor ζe < 1 which is called emissivity. For
a real body, the emisssivity is not only temperature but also wavelength dependent
and may slightly affect the shape of the spectral exitance.
q̇r = ζe (T )σsb T 4

(2.25)

Based on Equation 2.23 a formula can be deduced to describe the wavelength
of maximum spectral exitance λmax . As shown in Equation 2.26 it is inversely
proportional to temperature. In other words, the higher the temperature the shorter
the wavelength of maximum spectral exitance.
2898 µm K
(2.26)
T
In the electromagnetic spectrum, wavelengths between 10 nm and 400 nm are
regarded as ultraviolet (UV). The part of the spectrum that is visible to the human
eye lies approximately between 400 nm and 700 nm. The infrared (IR) part of the
spectrum starts at 700 nm and ends at 1 mm.
The combustion process in diesel engines is characterized by a spray-driven,
non-premixed diffusion flame (see section 2.1). The diesel flame creates large amount
of soot. Compared to other types of engines, the amount of soot in diesel engines is
very large. This is confirmed by measurements in gas turbines [62], direct-injected
spark-ignition engines [63], and diesel engines [64]. The measurements reveal the
different orders of magnitude of soot volume fractions for these type of engines. The
greatest values are present in diesel engines. Greater amount of soot results in a
more luminous flame that radiates more heat to its surrounding.
The soot is created inside the flame where temperatures are usually in excess
of 2000 K [17, 24–27]. Considering that the radiation heat flux is proportional
to absolute temperature to the fourth power, it is not difficult to imagine that
radiation from soot particles may play a substantial role in diesel engines. In fact,
Heywood [29] and Borman and Nishiwaki [12] respectively estimated that radiation
contributes between 20% and 40% to in-cylinder heat losses. To illustrate, the
spectrum of an n-heptane flame in a diesel engine is shown in Figure 2.3. Most of
the soot that is produced during combustion is also consumed during a later stage
of the same process. This results in much higher soot concentrations in the cylinder
during combustion than in the exhaust.
The question of how much radiation actually contributes to in-cylinder heat
losses in diesel engines has been widely-debated. In 1972, Flynn and coworkers [65]
λmax =
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Figure 2.3: Spectrum of an n-heptane flame in a diesel engine (integration time:
10 µs, max. cylinder pressure: 126 bar, injection pressure: 2000 bar, low load at a
gross indicated mean effective pressure of 4.6 bar)

were one of the first researchers who engaged in efforts to answer this question
experimentally. They used a setup of a monochrometer and a PbSe-photodetector
to measure the monochromatic emissive power at subsequently different wavelengths
between 1 µm and 4 µm. The measurements yielded crank-angle resolved data which
were used for the calculation of the radiative heat flux. After comparing their
results with data from LeFeuvre et al. [66], Flynn et al. concluded that radiation
contributes approximately 20% to in-cylinder heat losses. The researchers reported,
however, difficulties to maintain the optical access clean during operation and noted
that deposits could be a source of inflated readings due to diffraction of radiation
that is normally outside the instrument’s field of view. Dent and Sulaiman [67]
reported that their measurements with a detector for wavelengths between 0.7 µm
and 3.5 µm corroborated the trends observed by Flynn and coworkers. Nonetheless,
they noticed a lower magnitude of radiative heat flux which they attributed to
different in-cylinder gas motion. Struwe and Foster [68] also contributed to the topic
in 2003 with measurements of the radiant heat flux using three photodiodes with
different bandpass filters. They concluded that their results were consistent with
data from Flynn et al. [65] and that radiative heat flux correlated with the diffusion
burn phase of combustion. Nevertheless, Struwe and Foster observed slightly lower
radiative heat fluxes than Flynn et al.
In contrast to the previously discussed research, more recent research from
Musculus [69], Skeen et al. [26], and Benajes et al. [17, 70] reported significantly
smaller radiative heat fluxes. Musculus [69] introduced the radiant fraction Xrad as
a new measure for in-cylinder radiation heat losses.
Xrad =

Qrad
mf QLHV

(2.27)

The radiant fraction relates the energy that is lost through radiation during the
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cycle Qrad to the product of injected fuel mass mf and lower heating value QLHV .
Musculus reported that the results from Flynn et al. [65] and Struwe and Foster [68]
translate to radiant fractions between 5% and 10%. In relation to this, Musculus
mentioned that the theoretical maximum of the radiant fraction for a black body disk
radiating at 2500 K for 3 ms were approximately 6%. For measurements in an optical
engine at low load, Musculus reported radiant fractions between 0.31% and 1.32%.
In addition to three photodiodes with different bandpass filters, the study also
employed a high-speed camera to obtain information about the size of the soot cloud.
Similar experiments in a combustion vessel by Skeen et al. [26] corroborated the
results from Musculus [69] and reported radiant fractions between 0.01% and 0.46%.
In this detailed study, a spectrometer in combination with a CCD camera were used
instead of applying several photodiodes with different bandpass filters. Studies by
Benajes et al. [17, 70] showed similar orders of magnitude of the radiant fraction
between 0.011% – 0.75% for different engine speeds, loads, and injection pressures.
These measurements were acquired in an optically-accessible single cylinder engine
and in a light-duty 4-cylinder engine. In [17], in-cylinder heat losses were estimated
with a slightly adjusted version of Woschni’s heat transfer model. The estimated
total heat losses were compared to the radiative heat losses. This showed that only
0.75% to 7.58% of in-cylinder heat losses were due to radiation.
One of the main conclusions of the previous discussion of the literature is that
radiation is not the main mode of heat transfer inside the cylinder of a diesel engine.
It seems as though earlier studies overestimated the effect of radiation on in-cylinder
heat losses. The question of how much radiation contributes exactly compared to
convection does therefore not appear to be the most pressing one.

3

3.1

Basics for Determining
In-cylinder Heat Losses
Approaches

There are several ways to analyze in-cylinder heat losses. In the following
subsection three approaches are discussed. Approaches to estimate radiative heat
losses are omitted.

3.1.1

Energy balance

Heat losses can be inferred from energy balances. An energy balance can be
applied in many ways by defining different control volumes. Often the control
volume is defined for the entire engine. If in-cylinder heat losses are of interest, it is
suitable to define the control volume for the cylinder. In this case an open system
is defined which exchanges energy with its surroundings through work to the piston
and heat losses to the walls. It exchanges matter with its surrounding through inlet
and exhaust valves and crevices. This leads to the description of the energy balance
as shown in Equation 3.1.
ṁf QLHV +ṁgas,in h∗gas,in =
I
Nrpm
pdV +Q̇ht + ṁgas,ex h∗gas,ex + ṁbb h∗bb
120
|
{z
}

(3.1)

=Ẇ

If blow-by is neglected, i.e.ṁbb hbb = 0, the same equation is obtained as the one
used by Li et al. [19].
Generally, energy balance is a widely applied tool that benefits from its simplicity.
Usually, engine test beds are already equipped with the necessary instruments to
measure cylinder pressure, mass flow and gas temperature in the intake manifold,
temperature in the exhaust manifolds, and heat rejection rates to the coolant.
21
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.1: (a) Apparent heat relase rate at low load (IMEPg ≈ 5 bar. (b)
Corresponding cumulative apparent heat relase and LHV of the injected 54 mg
of n-heptane. The data comes from Paper I.
Insights from energy balances into the distribution of the initial fuel energy
are often used to investigate the effect of engine operating conditions and design
parameters. To mention a few, energy balances have previously been applied
to investigate the effect of: swirl, injection pressure, piston bowl shape, air-fuel
equivalence ratio, levels of exhaust gas recirculation (EGR), various types of TBCs,
engine speed and combustion strategies [16, 19, 20, 50, 71]. However, there are also
several disadvantages of using energy balances to study in-cylinder heat losses. An
energy balance can only provide limited spatial resolution, if any. (Spatial resolution
may be achieved if cooling circuits are separated for different components.) Most
important, however, this tool cannot provide any temporal resolution. This limitation
of energy balance can make it difficult to attain a deeper understanding of the
processes that govern in-cylinder heat transfer.

3.1.2

Difference between cumulative apparent heat release and
lower heating value

Heat release analyses are based on an energy balance for the cylinder volume
while inlet and exhaust valves are closed (see section 2.1.1). The result of heat release
calculations is the apparent heat release rate. This quantity is equal to the chemical
heat release minus in-cylinder heat losses and losses due to blow-by. Integration
of the apparent heat release rate from start of injection (SOI) until exhaust valve
opening (EVO) yields the cumulative apparent heat release. The apparent heat
release rate and the cumulative apparent heat release from measurements presented
in Paper I are plotted in Figures 3.1a and 3.1b. If exhaust emissions of unburned
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hydrocarbons, soot, and carbon monoxide are negligible, it may be assumed that
combustion is complete at EVO. Thus, the entire lower heating value (LHV) of the
fuel must have been released during the combustion process inside the cylinder. As
a result, the discrepancy between the LHV and the final value of the cumulative
apparent heat release stems from heat losses and blow-by. Blow-by losses are usually
considered much smaller than in-cylinder heat losses. Therefore, the difference of
the LHV and the final value of the cumulative apparent heat release gives a good
indication of in-cylinder heat losses. In the example in Figure 3.1, the difference is
19% of the fuel’s lower heating value.
The difference between the cumulative apparent heat release and the LHV is a
very simple tool to analyze in-cylinder heat losses. It does not require any additional
equipment than the instruments needed for heat release calculation. However, the
simplicity comes with several disadvantages. After all, the method suffers from all
uncertainties and assumption in the heat release analysis. Furthermore, it can only
be applied between IVC and EVO. Apart from that, the method does not yield
insights into the timing of in-cylinder heat losses. An additional drawback is the
method’s also lacks spatial resolution. All in all, this approach cannot provide a
deep understanding of heat transfer processes inside the cylinder.

3.1.3

Time resolved analysis

A much more complicated way to examine in-cylinder heat losses is to measure
surface temperature with high temporal resolution. This approach can determine
heat losses or more specifically heat flux temporally and spatially resolved. The
capability to resolve heat losses in time and space entails great benefits when trying
to study the underlying processes of in-cylinder heat transfer. Due to this important
advantage, section 3.3 analyzes how instantaneous heat flux can be retrieved from
time resolved surface temperature data. Disadvantages include the great complexity
and cost of the necessary equipment. Furthermore, heat transfer at a local level
may also misrepresent the spatial-average heat transfer. One might miss the bigger
picture if only analyzing heat losses on a local level.

3.2

Cyclic Temperature Variation

In a diesel engine, transient in-cylinder heat transfer stems from variations of
gas temperature and heat transfer coefficient. These variations occur on a broad
spectrum of time scales. Assuming steady-state engine operating conditions, the
lowest frequency is equal to the inverse of the duration of an entire cycle. Higher
frequencies originate from events of much shorter duration, for example combustion.
Before considering the full complexity of the problem, it is worth analyzing a
simpler, yet related problem. Therefore, a semi-infinite solid with an interface to a
gas is considered. The temperature of the gas oscillates around a mean temperature,
T . The amplitude and the frequency of the temperature swing are denoted as ∆T
and f , respectively.
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Tg (t) = T + ∆T cos 2πf t

(3.2)

The heat transfer at the gas-solid interface leads to boundary condition 3.3. The
left-hand side of this equation describes the convective heat transfer between the
gas and the solid. This part includes the heat transfer coefficient h which shall be
constant in this example. The right-hand side describes the heat flux in the solid
at the surface, that is at x = 0. The coordinate x is orthogonal to the surface and
points into the semi-infinite solid.
!

∂T
(3.3)
h Tg − T (0, t) = −k
∂x
x=0

For this heat transfer problem, the resulting time-dependent temperature field
inside the semi-infinite solid, T (x, t), can be described analytically. The analytical
solution to this problem is given in ”Wärme- und Stoffübertragung” by Baehr
and Stephan [35]. Due to the problem’s relevance for in-cylinder heat transfer, its
solution as described in Equation 3.4 shall be discussed briefly.
T (x, t) = T + η exp(−ψx) ∆T cos 2πf t − ψx − δ



(3.4)

Constant ψ follows from the condition that Equation 3.4 must satisfy the heat
equation (see Equation 2.14).
r
πf
ψ=
(3.5)
a
Constant ξ is introduced to simplify the subsequent description of the amplitude
reduction and the shift in phase of the surface temperature swing. This constant
depends on the square root of the product of the thermal conductivity, k, the
density, ρ, and
p the specific heat capacity, cp . This quantity is called thermal
effusivity ε = kρcp .
√
p
k
πf
(3.6)
ξ = ψ = kρcp
h
| {z } h
=ε

The factor η describes the amplitude of the surface temperature swing in relation
to the gas temperature variation. It is always smaller than 1, η < 1. The angle
δ represents the phase shift of the surface temperature in relation to the gas
temperature. It is always greater than zero, δ > 0.
1
η= p
1 + 2ξ + 2ξ 2
δ = arctan

ξ
1+ξ

(3.7)
(3.8)
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Figure 3.2: Cyclic gas temperature variation. (a) Amplitude and lag of surface
temperature variation. (b) Penetration of temperature variation.

For x = 0, Equation 3.4 yields the surface temperature swing of the semi-infinite
solid.
T (0, t) = T + η ∆T cos 2πf t − δ



(3.9)

The heat flux, q̇, can be derived from Equation 3.4 by applying Fourier’s law,
i.e. Equation 2.13. For x = 0, the heat flux at the surface is obtained. As shown in
Equation 3.10, the surface heat flux scales with thermal effusivity and is ahead in
phase by an angle of π/4.

p
π
q̇ (0, t) = ε η ∆T 2πf cos 2πf t − δ +
(3.10)
4
The solution to the discussed heat transfer problem is illustrated in Figure 3.2.
The amplitude and the phase of both gas temperature and surface temperature are
shown in Figure 3.2a. The period of the temperature swing is denoted as t0 . For
decreasing thermal effusivity ε, that is to say decreasing ξ, η tends towards one
and δ tends towards zero. Therefore, surface temperature variation becomes more
similar to the gas temperature variation.
Figure 3.2b demonstrates how the temperature swing in the solid decays for
increasing distance from the surface. From Equation 3.5, it follows that the decay
dependent on the thermal diffusivity a of the material.
Morel et al. [72] defined the depth at which the temperature swing has decayed
to 1% of the surface temperature swing as the penetration depth, xpen . In the
present cyclic heat transfer problem, the penetration depth is equal to xpen =
−ln(0.01)ψ −1 ≈ 4.605 ψ −1 . In addition to the decay of the amplitude, an increased
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distance from the surface also results in a phase shift. This can clearly be observed
in the blue and green lines in Figure 3.2b.

3.3

Instantaneous Surface Heat Flux

Energy is a property of a system that cannot be measured directly, only its
effect can be registered. Therefore, transportation of thermal energy per unit time
and cross-sectional area, i.e. heat flux, is also not possible to measure directly [73].
Instead, only the effect of the transferred energy may be detected. In other words,
heat flux can only be inferred from the effect it has on temperature.
According to Childs et al. [73], four different groups of heat flux measurement
techniques exist:
(a) Differential temperature techniques: heat transfer is registered through
the temperature difference between two locations in a component.
(b) Calorimetric techniques: heat transfer is determined through rate of change
in temperature with time close to or at the surface.
(c) Energy supply or removal techniques: heat transfer is ascertained through
actively cooling or heating a surface to achieve a balance of the supplied or
removed heat and the transferred heat.
(d) Mass transfer analogy: heat transfer is inferred from mass transfer experiments due to simplicity of such measurements and mathematical similarity of
heat and mass transfer.
Due to complexity and short time scales of in-cylinder heat transfer, techniques (c)
and (d) are deemed unsuitable. Furthermore, considering the example in Section 3.2,
it is understood that the amplitude of the temperature swing decays for increasing
distances from the surface. Likewise, the phase of the temperature swing also
shifts for increasing distances from the surface. Therefore, temperature must be
determined at or as close as possible to the surface, if the goal is to resolve heat
flux in time. As a result, surface temperature measurements with a great temporal
resolution are necessary irrespective whether applying technique (a) or (b).
Measurements are called invasive if the measurement device alters the system
in a way that affects the quantity that is to be measured. The aim is to obtain
information about the undisturbed system, that is to say the system without the
measurement device. However, heat flux is affected when introducing a measurement
device with thermal properties that do not match the properties of the material
that would be at the location otherwise. As it is usually not possible to match all
thermal properties, the size and the number of the measurement devices must be
minimized to reduce the invasiveness of the measurement.
For heat flux measurements through differential temperature techniques, at least
two temperature measurement devices are needed. One of them needs to be at
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the surface to resolve heat flux in time. For heat flux measurements through the
calorimetric technique only one measurement device at the surface is needed. To
reduce invasiveness of in-cylinder heat flux measurements, calorimetric techniques
are therefore preferred.
In the following section, different methods are discussed to retrieve the instantaneous heat flux from surface temperature data. First, the most widely applied
method which was also used in the present thesis is discussed. Other methods are
briefly reviewed afterwards.

3.3.1

Fourier method

If fast surface temperature data is available, one may describe the surface
temperature (Ts or T (0, t)) during an engine cycle as a Fourier series.

T (0, t) = Ts (t) = T s +

N
X



An cos 2πnfo t + Bn sin 2πnfo t

(3.11)

n=1

The mean surface temperature, T s , and the Fourier coefficients, An and Bn ,
can be calculated through integration or a fast Fourier transform (FFT). The
fundamental frequency of the temperature swing, f0 , is equal to the inverse of the
duration of a full engine cycle.
fo = Nrpm 0.5

cycle
min
1/60
rev
s

(3.12)

The assumption is made that the solid with the known surface temperature Ts is
a semi-infinite body with constant thermal properties. In addition, heat conduction
inside the solid shall only be one-dimensional along dimension x. The coordinate x is
orthogonal to the surface, equal zero at the surface, and points into the semi-infinite
solid. The solid shall have a temperature Tl at a distance l from the surface. The
distance shall be much larger than the penetration depth, l  xpen . The penetration
depth describes the distance from the surface at which the amplitude has decayed
to 1% of the amplitude at the surface. For these assumptions, Equation 3.13 is
proposed as the general solution to the heat transfer problem [29, 74, 75].
N
x X
+
exp(−ψn x)
l
n=1



An cos 2πnfo t − ψn x + Bn sin 2πnfo t − ψn x

T (x, t) =T s − T s − Tl

(3.13)

This mathematical ansatz is in agreement with the heat equation (see Equation
2.14) if all constants ψn comply with Equation 3.14.

Density, ρ
[kg m−3 ]

Specific heat capacity, cp
[J kg−1 K−1 ]

Thermal diffusivity, a
[m2 s−1 ]

Thermal effusivity, ε
[W s0.5 K−1 m−2 ]

Penetration depth, xpen
[mm]
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Thermal conductivity, k
[W m−1 K−1 ]
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Aluminum

150 [76]

2670 [76]

1037 [77]

5.4 × 10−5

2.0 × 104

5.8

Piston Steel

42.6 [78]

7670 [78]

470 [78]

1.2 × 10−5

1.2 × 104

2.7

YSZ

1.57 [79]

5286 [79]

455 [80]

6.5 × 10−7

2.0 × 103

0.64

Table 3.1: Material properties and penetration depth of an aluminum alloy, a
piston steel, and yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ). The material properties of YSZ
were used in I and those of piston steel were used in I and IV. The penetration
depth is estimated with Equation 3.15 for 1200 rpm.

r
ψn =

πnfo
a

(3.14)

In a similar fashion as in the example described in Section 3.2, the amplitude of
the temperature swing decays for increasing distance from the surface. However,
in the present heat transfer problem, the amplitude decays at different rates for
different frequencies. The decay is faster for higher frequencies, that is to say for
higher values of the index of summation (n). This frequency-dependent decay of the
amplitude complicates the estimation of the penetration depth. Morel et al. [72, 81]
estimated the penetration depth with Equation 3.15.
r
a
(3.15)
xpen ≈ 2.5
fo
An estimation of the penetration depth for different materials at 1200 rpm is
presented in Table 3.1. The decay of the amplitude is however not the only frequencydependent alteration of the temperature swing that changes with increasing distance
from the surface. The shift in phase is also dependent on the frequency. Both the
shift and the decay of the amplitude distort the temperature swing therefore more
and more for increasing distance from the surface. This demonstrates the need to
know exactly where the temperature reading originates from. The most desirable
measurement location is clearly right at the surface.
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Application of Fourier’s law (Equation 2.13) to Equation 3.13 leads to the heat
flux, q̇. For x = 0, the surface heat flux, q̇s , is obtained (see Equation 3.16). The
surface heat flux consists of two terms: a steady-state heat flux, q̇s,steady , and a
time-dependent, dynamic heat flux, q̇s,dyn (t). The latter can be calculated from fast
surface temperature measurements, only. It contains all relevant information of the
fast heat transfer processes during the cycle [75]. The dynamic heat flux is merely
offset from the total surface heat flux by the steady-state heat flux. An additional
temperature measurement outside the penetration depth is necessary to determine
the steady-state heat flux.
q̇s,steady

z

}|

{
k
q̇s (t) = T s − Tl + · · ·
l
N p
h
X



i
ε
πnfo An + Bn cos 2πnfo t − An − Bn sin 2πnfo t
n=1

{z

|

q̇s,dyn (t)

}
(3.16)

The Fourier method for instantaneous surface heat flux estimation has two main
limitations. Firstly, it only takes into account one-dimensional heat flux normal
to the surface. If the heat flux is actually three-dimensional, the method yields
erroneous values. Secondly, the method only considers constant material properties.
Insulating the combustion chamber with TBCs with low thermal effusivity may result
in large thermal swings (∆Ts ) due to inverse proportionality of thermal effusivity
and temperature swing for equal heat flux [12, 21, 23, 40, 48].
∆T ,s ∝

1
ε

(3.17)

If temperature variation during the cycle is large, material properties may not
be considered independent of temperature anymore. Thus, a considerable error
may occur since material properties are assumed constant in the calculations. This
limitation restrains the Fourier method also to applications in which TBCs are
thicker than the penetration depth. In cases in which coatings are thinner, the
material properties cannot be considered constant over the entire depth of the
temperature swing.
The Fourier method is the most frequently mentioned and most commonly
applied method to estimate the instantaneous heat flux from fast surface temperature
measurements in internal combustion engines [12, 16, 29, 58, 66, 74, 75, 82–97]. The
method has at least been known since Overbye and coworkers presented it in 1963 [74].
Part of the method’s appeal may come from its simplicity and its comprehensible
and instructive description of heat conduction in internal combustion engines.
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Implementation
The work included in this thesis applied the Fourier method to calculate the
instantaneous heat flux from surface temperature measurements. Subsequently, the
implementation of this method is discussed because certain practical aspects are
worth considering.
The surface temperature swing is sampled only at discrete points in time. For
a uniformly-sampled surface temperature swing, the highest frequency component
that can be resolved is therefore limited by the Nyquist frequency, fN yq [98]. The
Nyquist frequency is defined as half the sample rate, fs . It effectively limits the
maximum value of the index of summation, N , in Equation 3.11.
fN yq =

N≤

fs
2

fs
2fo

(3.18)

(3.19)

As explained later in more detail, the measurement system which was used in
the present work could acquire surface temperature at a repetition frequency of fr =
10 Hz. This repetition frequency allowed one surface temperature measurement every
full engine cycle for 1200 rpm. To cover the entire engine cycle, the measurement
timing is progressively moved to obtain surface temperature readings at different
crank angle degrees (CAD). These progressive steps in CAD effectively determine
the sample rate. At each CAD at which measurements were to be taken, many
temperature readings were acquired to gain a representative mean value of the
surface temperature at that time during the cycle.
It is assumed that most heat is transferred to the surface during compression,
combustion and expansion. During the intake and exhaust stroke, surface temperatures are expected to be relatively constant. Therefore, smaller steps in terms of
CAD were made when the surface temperature was anticipated to change more.
This resulted, for example, in more measurements per crank angle degree during
combustion than during the intake stroke. Hence, the distance in terms of CAD
between two adjacent surface temperature samples is not constant. To retrieve the
surface heat flux in spite of that, the surface temperature samples are interpolated
and upsampled to get a uniform CAD-step size. The upsampled surface temperature
swing had a CAD-step size equal to or smaller than the smallest step between
individual samples. The smallest step in all measurements was 1 CAD. Evaluating
Equations 3.20 to 3.22 with the trapezoidal rule [99], the resulting upsampled surface
temperature swing was converted to a Fourier series. The Fourier coefficients are
then used to calculate the dynamic part of the surface heat flux (see Equation 3.16).
Z
T s = fo

0

1/fo

Ts (t)dt

(3.20)
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Z
An = 2fo

0

Z
Bn = 2fo

3.3.2

0

1/fo
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Ts (t) cos 2πnfo t dt,

∀n ∈ [1; N ]

(3.21)


Ts (t) sin 2πnfo t dt,

∀n ∈ [1; N ]

(3.22)

Other methods

There are several additional methods besides the Fourier method to estimate
heat flux from surface temperature data in internal combustion engines. Other
noteworthy methods to obtain the instantaneous heat flux are:
(a) One-dimensional transient conduction method [73, 75, 100, 101]
This method uses variants of Equation 3.23. It applies the solution for a step
change of the surface temperature in a semi-infinite body with a homogeneous
initial temperature [73, 100, 101].
p
kρcp T1 − T0
√
q̇s,dyn (t) = √
(3.23)
π
t − t0
Superposition of different heat fluxes yields Equation 3.24. This is the general
description for any number of step changes [101].
N
kρcp X Tn − Tn−1
√
√
tN − tn−1
π

p
q̇s,dyn (tN ) =

(3.24)

n=1

(b) Impulse response method [102–105]
The dynamic part of the surface heat flux, q̇s,dyn (t), can be calculated through
the convolution of the surface temperature, Ts (t), and an impulse response,
r (t) [103].
Z
∞

q̇s,dyn (t) = r (t) ∗ Ts (t) =

r (χ)Ts (t − χ)dχ

(3.25)

−∞

The surface heat flux can readily be calculated from the surface temperature,
if the impulse response, r (t), is known. The description of the surface heat flux
through the convolution of the surface temperature and an impulse response
function is basically the generalization of superposition [103].
(c) Inverse techniques [16, 73, 75, 106–110]
In certain extreme situations (e.g. re-entry vehicles), surface heat flux may
need to be reconstructed from one or more sensors which are slightly below
the surface. Such an inverse heat conduction problem is ill-posed but can be
solved with complex analytical and numerical methods. To solve such problems
it may also be beneficial to apply regularization techniques, e.g. Tikhonov
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regularization [75, 109]. Regularization techniques relax the requirement
that recorded temperature histories must be matched exactly. This way,
small measurement errors within the standard deviation of the measurement
technique can be accounted for.

4

Piston Temperature
Measurement Methods

Heat transfer is generally caused by temperature differences and temperature
gradients. This makes temperature a crucial thermodynamic property for determining in-cylinder heat losses in diesel engines. As mentioned previously, the greatest
part of these heat losses is transferred to the piston. Therefore, this thesis focused
on heat losses to that engine component. For this reason, the following chapter
reviews some of the most common measurement methods to determine temperature
on the piston.

4.1

Templug

Temperature measurements are not only necessary for determining instantaneous
heat losses but also for the design of engine components with the required durability.
Measurements for this purpose often apply templugs. This measurement technique
was developed in the 1970s and can determine the maximum temperature. It consists
of a set screw which is made out of an alloy steel that irreversibly changes its hardness
as it is exposed to a certain temperature for a known duration. Temperatures between
approximately 75 ◦C and 850 ◦C can be measured [111]. Engine tests that apply
this method are carried out under steady state condition and usually take 10 h [76].
After engine tests, the set screws have to be removed from the piston and sent to
Testing Engineers, Inc.
Advantages and disadvantages
The method is rather simple and inexpensive. Costly telemetry systems are not
necessary. However, only one operating point can be tested with each instrumented
piston. Furthermore, the method is invasive. Due to the size of the headless set
screws (commercially available in M3 and M1.6 [111]) the temperature may be
difficult to evaluate if internal gradients exist. As a result of its size, templugs
cannot be used to evaluate the surface temperature. In addition, the method can
only yield a maximum temperature. The temperature swing cannot be determined.
33
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Moreover, the need to send the templugs to an external company is time consuming
and makes measurements less transparent.

4.2

Infrared Thermometry

Matter above absolute zero temperature, i.e. T > 0 K, emits thermal radiation.
The emitted thermal radiation increases for increasing temperatures (see Section
2.2.3). Pyrometry utilizes this characteristic to infer temperature from thermal
radiation. The peak spectral intensity or thermal radiation lies in the infrared
(IR) part of the electromagnetic spectrum for temperature below approximately
4000 K (see Equation 2.25). Therefore, often the IR part of the spectrum is used in
pyrometry forming the field of IR thermometry. Such measurements often apply
two-dimensional sensor arrays to perform imaging, that is to say, to measure in two
dimensions in space. In that case, a lens is used to focus thermal radiation from the
measurement surface onto a sensor array. Each pixel of the sensor array gives an
electric signal that corresponds to the intensity of the incident thermal radiation
within a specific waveband. The two-dimensional temperature field is inferred from
each pixel’s electric signal.
There are two common types of sensors: thermal detector and quantum detectors
[112]. The first type of sensor measures the power of the incident thermal radiation
through temperature. Its behavior can be described in two steps. First, each pixel
absorbs the incident radiation, causing a temperature change. After a short time an
equilibrium between losses and incident radiation is attained. Next, the equilibrium
temperature is read out and yields the electric signal of the pixels. A limiting factor
of thermal detectors is the speed at which pixels reach their equilibrium temperature.
This speed is characterized by its time constant. The time to attain the equilibrium
temperature effectively limits the frame rate of thermal detectors and is the cause
why it is usually not possible to operate such IR cameras in triggering mode. One of
the advantages of thermal detectors in comparison to quantum detectors is, however,
their relatively low price.
The second type of IR detectors is called quantum detectors. In this type,
incident thermal radiation causes a change in the detectors concentration or mobility
of the free charge carriers [112]. A generated charge, a change in resistance, or a
photocurrent is subsequently read out and leads to the pixel value. The incident
thermal radiation enables charge carriers in each pixel to overcome an energy
gap in the detector. This leads to the transition into the conduction band. The
incident photons must therefore carry a minimum amount of energy characterized
by a maximum wavelength to overcome the energy gap. IR radiation has a longer
wavelength than visible light. Therefore, individual photons have less energy.
Consequently, the detector’s band gap has to be rather small so that incident
photons can trigger a charge carrier to overcome it. Due to the small amount of
energy that is required to overcome the gap, the probability is relatively high that
charge carriers transition into the conduction band due to thermal energy instead
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of incident photons. This causes thermal noise. Cooling the detector, to cryogenic
temperatures effectively reduces thermal noise. Therefore, quantum detectors are
normally cooled to low temperatures of approximately 77 K [112]. The requirement
to cool the detector to such low temperatures is one of the reasons for the high
cost of such IR cameras. On the other hand, IR cameras with a quantum chip can
operate at higher frame rates and can be triggered.
Apart from detectors, there are also other aspects that are important. The
amount of radiation that an object reflects, absorbs or transmits can be described
relative to the amount of incident radiation. This leads respectively to the following
quantities: reflectivity ζr , absorptivity ζa , and transmittance ζt . Conservation of
energy dictates that the amount of radiation an object is exposed to must be equal
to the sum of the radiation that the object absorbs, reflects, and transmits. This
leads to Equation 4.1.
ζa + ζr + ζt = 1

(4.1)

As mentioned in Section 2.2.3, real objects do not emit as much radiation as
an ideal black body. Instead, the amount of thermal radiation from real objects is
lower compared to that of an ideal black body by a factor called emissivity which is
smaller than one, ζe (λ, T ) < 1. According to Kirchhoff’s Law the emissivity and
absorptivity are equal.
ζe (λ, T ) = ζa (λ, T )

(4.2)

Combining Equations 4.1 and 4.2 for an opaque object (ζt = 0) leads to Equation
4.3. This shows that objects that have an emissivity smaller than one reflect radiation
from other objects and may cause an incorrect temperature reading from an IR
camera. This is a potential source of error.
ζr = 1 − ζe

(4.3)

Advantages and disadvantages
The possibility to measure surface temperature two-dimensionally is a great
advantage of IR thermometry. Moreover, the method is non-invasive. However,
the requirement to know emissivity of the measurement surface is one of the main
disadvantages of IR thermometry. This leads often to difficult in situ calibrations.
Furthermore, emissivity needs to be high. Therefore it is often necessary to coat the
surface with a high emissivity paint. In this case, measurements with IR thermometry
are invasive, at least to a small extent. If the surface that emits the IR radiation
interacts with its surrounding, the emissivity of the surface may change during
measurement. Examples for this may be soot deposition on the surface or removal
of the paint due to exposure to a flame. In addition, IR thermometry is susceptible
to radiation from other stronger IR sources. Measurements through flames are
therefore not possible. Mainly due to this last disadvantage IR thermometry is
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of a thermocouple.

rarely applied for piston temperature measurements with the exception of a few
cases [113, 114].

4.3

Thermocouples

An electromotive force is generated in a circuit of two dissimilar conductors
if the connections that link the two conductors experience different temperatures.
This is called Seebeck effect and is the measurement principle thermocouples are
based on [115]. In a typical schematic of a thermocouple shown in Figure 4.1, the
electromotive force causes a voltage U which is depenent on the conductor materials
and the difference between the temperature at the measurement point (Tmeas ) and
the temperature of the reference junction (Tref ). As a result, the temperature at
the measurement point can be determined if voltage and reference temperature are
known. The reference temperature is often measured with a resistance temperature
device. Such devices determines temperature through the temperature dependence
of a conductor’s resistance.

Advantages and disadvantages
Thermocouples are characterized by their simplicity, low cost and robustness.
This measurement method is very common and well established. However, thermocouples also have several disadvantages. Measurements with thermocouples are
generally invasive since the conductors and the junction have to be introduced into
the measurement object. Furthermore, electric wiring is necessary. This is especially
problematic for moving objects such as pistons. In addition, thermocouples only
yield point measurements of the place where the measurement junction is located.
A thermocouple’s sensitivity is in the range of several microvolt per kelvin and is
therefore rather weak. This makes thermocouples also susceptible to electromagnetic
interference. Additionally, high temperatures and harsh oxidizing atmospheres may
cause drift and decalibration of the thermocouples [115, 116]. Exposed to chemical
reactions, thermocouples can also act as a catalyst since they usually consist of
transition metals and sometimes even of precious metals.
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Figure 4.2: Schematic of a possible path of electronic transitions in a phosphor
upon excitation.

4.4

Phosphor Thermometry

Phosphor thermometry is a measurement technique that utilizes temperature
dependent properties of a phosphor’s luminescence emission to determine temperature remotely. A phosphor is a substance that luminesces, that is to say, exhibits an
afterglow upon excitation. The word phosphor shall not be confused with the chemical element phosphorus (P). Phosphors that are commonly used in thermometry are
ceramic host crystals that are doped with lanthanides and transition metals. Many
ceramic crystals are characterized by their great chemical stability and high melting
points. This makes them suitable for measurements in harsh environments at high
temperature. Lanthanides, a group of common phosphor activators, can be found
in the sixth period in the periodic table from Lanthanum (La) to Lutetium (Lu).
In this group of elements the 4f electron shell is being filled. Luminescence from
lanthanide-doped ceramics usually involves their 4f shell. It is shielded by the filled
outer 5s, 5p, and 6s shells. Thus, the host lattice affects the doped lanthanide ions
that act as the phosphor’s activator only to a small amount. The electronic transitions of these dopants change, therefore, only slightly when introduced in different
host crystals. The transitions of lanthanide ions have been studied intensively and
can be found in [117]. For transition metals that act as the phosphor’s activator,
the shielding is not as strong as for lanthanides. As a result, luminescence from
transition metal ions is more dependent on the host lattice [118]. An additional
group of phosphors which is, however, less important for thermometry is not based
on doped ceramic hosts but rather on semiconductors with small impurities. In this
group, luminescence is produced by the recombination of electron-hole pairs [117].
In phosphor thermometry, excitation is often achieved through a short light pulse,
for example a laser pulse, in the UV or visible part of the electromagnetic spectrum.
However, phosphors can also be excited in other ways; the technically most notable
ones are X-rays or electron beams. In this thesis, only excitation through laser
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pulses are considered. Absorption of such a laser pulse raises a large number of
luminescent centers to an excited electronic state. This is indicated in Figure
4.2 by the transition from level 1 to level 2 which includes the absorption of the
photon energy 2π }ν12 . Both non-radiative and radiative processes compete in the
subsequent deexcitation process. The competition of these processes is temperature
dependent. This is utilized and probed in the phosphor thermometry to determine
temperature. Figure 4.2 shows only one possible and simple path of electronic
transitions. There are, however, many more ways excitation and deexcitation may
occur. For the simple process shown in Figure 4.2, the transitions from level 2 to
3 and from level 4 to 1 shall be very fast compared to the transition from level
3 to 4. The competition of non-radiative and radiative deexcitation in this latter
NR
transition can be described through the respective transition probabilities P3→4
R
and P3→4 . The radiative transition probability is often considered insensitive to
temperature [118]. However, non-radiative transitions are governed by temperature.
They get more likely at higher temperatures. This causes thermal quenching of the
phosphor’s luminescence. The decrease of the population of excited luminescent
centers can be described by Equation 4.4.
 ∗
dN ∗
NR
R
= − P3→4
+ P3→4
N
(4.4)
dt
This leads to the exponential decay function that describes the number of excited
luminescent centers. The number of excited centers immediately after excitation is
denoted as N0∗ .
 

NR
R
N ∗ (t) = N0∗ exp − P3→4
+ P3→4
t
(4.5)
The decay of the number of excited luminescent centers is directly proportional
to the decay of the emitted luminescence intensity J [117, 118].
 

NR
R
J (t) = J0 exp − P3→4
+ P3→4
t
(4.6)
The description of the luminescence intensity in Equation 4.6 can be simplified
through the introduction of a decay time τ . It follows that the decay time is a
function of the radiative and non-radiative transition probabilities.
 t
J (t) = J0 exp −
τ
τ =

NR
P3→4

1
R
+ P3→4

(4.7)
(4.8)

The decay is not the only aspect of a phosphor’s luminescence that is temperature dependent. Increasing temperatures can also cause spectral broadening of
the luminescence emission and a spectral intensity shift, usually towards shorter
wavelengths.
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J
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Figure 4.3: (a) Simplified example of the change of a phosphor’s spectral emission
for different temperatures; two detectors acquire the phosphor’s luminescence in two
different wavebands (Filter 1 and Filter 2). (b) The intensity ratio of the emission
in the two wavebands changes with temperature.

Advantages and disadvantages
A great advantage of phosphor thermometry is its ability to determine temperature remotely through luminescence instead of thermal radiation. Phosphor
thermometry is therefore often the preferred choice in applications with strong
background light sources and moving measurement objects, like a piston. Nevertheless, phosphor thermometry also has some important disadvantages. It is a rather
complex, non-standard measurement method. This means that the operator needs
a great amount of method related knowledge. Furthermore, phosphor thermometry
requires an optical access and expensive optical equipment. The need for calibration
is also a major drawback of phosphor thermometry.

4.4.1

Approaches

The two most common approaches in phosphor thermometry are the intensity
ratio technique and the lifetime decay method. These two methods are reviewed more
thoroughly in the subsequent two subsections. Other less common approaches exist
but are omitted since they are less suitable for piston temperature measurements. A
comprehensive overview of the whole spectrum of approaches can be found in [119].
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Figure 4.4: Simple schematic of a typical setup for two-dimensional surface
temperature measurements with the intensity ratio method. The setup includes a
lens with a negative focal length to expand the laser beam (1) and a beam splitter
(2) to ensure that both cameras with different bandpass filters (Cam 1 and Cam 2 )
have the same field of view. Depending on the phosphor, different lasers than a 3rd
harmonic Nd:YAG laser (355 nm) may be used.

Intensity ratio
The spectrum of a phosphor’s luminescence emission may be temperature dependent. A schematic example of such a change in a phosphor’s luminescence emission
is illustrated in Figure 4.3a. In this figure, the emission at shorter wavelengths
is quenched less strongly compared to the emission at longer wavelengths. If two
detectors with different bandpass filters (Filter 1 and Filter 2) are applied, the signal
ratio is temperature dependent (see Figure 4.3b).
A typical setup of phosphor thermometry measurements with the intensity ration
method is shown in Figure 4.4. Here, two cameras with different bandpass filters are
used to determine the two dimensional (2D) temperature field of the measurement
surface. In this setup, a pulsed Nd:YAG laser with a 3rd harmonic generation is
used. Such a laser emits coherent light pulses that are spectrally narrow with a
center wavelength of 355 nm. In this thesis, 3rd harmonic Nd:YAG lasers have been
used exclusively. Their advantage is that they are relatively inexpensive and robust.
However, phosphor thermometry can also use other light sources that emit light at
different wavelengths.
One of the greatest advantages of the intensity ratio method in comparison to
the lifetime decay method is its possibility and ease to apply it in 2D. The intensity
ratio method can therefore yield a high degree of spatial resolution. In addition, the
intensity ratio approach is capable of probing fast events since short exposure times
can be used. On the other hand, the intensity ratio technique often lacks sensitivity.
It usually exibits temperature-induced changes of the ratio only within one order
of magnitude. In contrast, changes of the decay time are often much greater [120].
Fuhrmann et al. previously reported that for a certain phosphor (Mg4 FGeO6 :Mn)
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the intensity ratio method is inferior in terms of accuracy and precision compared to
the lifetime decay method [121]. Furthermore, a spectrally dependent background,
for example from strong black body radiation, can affect one waveband more than
the other and cause a severe bias in the temperature reading.
Lifetime decay
(a)

(b)

Figure 4.5: (a) Illustration of the effect of temperature on the decay of the
luminescence intensity. (b) Calibration curve that associates a specific decay time
with a particular temperature.
As temperature increases, the probability of non-radiative deexcitation becomes
greater. This affects the decay time τ as shown previously in Equation 4.8. The
effect of temperature on the luminescence decay and thus also on the decay time
is illustrated in Figure 4.5a. The lifetime decay method utilizes the temperature
dependence of the luminescence decay. For a given calibration curve that describes
the relation between temperature and decay time, temperature can readily be
determined from a measured decay time (see Figure 4.5b).
To determine the decay time, the luminescence decay needs to be resolved temporally. Therefore, fast measurements of the luminescence intensity are necessary. The
range of luminescence decay times spans from several milliseconds to nanoseconds.
To increase temporal resolution of temperature measurements often short decay
times are preferred. If the decay time is too short, it cannot be resolved with a
high speed camera. In this case a different type of detector with a greater temporal
resolution is necessary.
A photomultiplier tube (PMT) is such a detector that can achieve very high
temporal resolution of up to 30 ps [122]. The working principle of a PMT is
demonstrated in Figure 4.6. The schematic of a PMT includes a photon (hν) that
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Figure 4.6: Schematic of a photomultiplier tube (PMT) based on [122], including:
a photocathode (C), a focusing electrode (F), eight dynodes (1-8), and an anode
(A).
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Figure 4.7: Simple schematic of a typical setup for point measurement of the
surface temperature with the lifetime decay method. The setup includes a lens (1)
that focuses the luminescence signal onto the photocathode of a photomultiplier tube
(PMT) (2). The electric signal from the PMT is read out through an oscilloscope
(3). Depending on the phosphor, different lasers than a 3rd harmonic Nd:YAG laser
(355 nm) may be used.

generates a photoelectron (e− ) in the photocathode (C). The focusing electrode
(F) directs the photoelectron towards the first dynode (1) where it is multiplied
through secondary electron emission. This multiplication process is repeated in
the subsequent dynodes 2 to 8. The number of dynodes can vary between different
PMT models. The secondary electrons from the last dynode are collected by the
anode (A). This results in an output current. A more detailed description of PMTs
can be found in [122]. While enabling great temporal resolution, PMTs also have
several drawbacks. Depending on incident light intensity and the gain voltage in
the dynodes, the output current can be affected by detector non-linearities. That
affects the signal shape. Furthermore, PMTs are point detectors. Therefore, if using
a PMT only point measurements can be carried out.
A typical setup of phosphor thermometry measurements that use the lifetime
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decay method is shown in in Figure 4.7. Here, temperature of a phosphor-coated
surface is measured. A laser (in this case a 3rd harmonic Nd:YAG laser) excites the
phosphor with a short laser pulse. The resulting luminesecence decay signal of the
phosphor is focused by the lens onto the photocathode of the PMT. The detector’s
output current is digitalized by an oscilloscope.
One of the main advantages of the lifetime decay method over the intensity ratio
method is its great sensitivity. Many phosphors exhibit changes in the temporal
domain of several orders of magnitude. Furthermore, background light sources, such
as combustion, affect time resolved measurements much less if the background is
constant for the timescales of the luminescence decay signal. In contrast to these
advantages, the lifetime decay method suffers from detector non-linearities and poor
spatial resolution if a PMT is applied.

5

Methodology to Determine
In-cylinder Heat Flux

As stated in the introduction, this thesis aims to study fundamental heat transfer
processes in the cylinder of heavy-duty diesel engines for road transport. Bearing
this in mind, heat transfer must be measured spatially and temporally resolved.
This makes surface temperature measurements inside the cylinder necessary (see
Sections 3.1.3 and 3.3). Previous research on in-cylinder heat transfer indicates
that most of the heat losses go through the piston (see Section 2.2). Taking this
into account, the work in this thesis aspires to determine the heat flux to the
piston through surface temperature measurements. Since the piston is a moving
object, temporally and spatially resolved measurements present a great challenge.
Considering ongoing efforts to implement TBCs and other technology to reduce
heat losses, the measurement method ought to be applicable to insulated pistons.

3

4

5

1
2
Figure 5.1: Cross section of a piston (1) with a toroidal internal cooling gallery (2)
and TBC insulation (3). The spray axes of the combusting diesel jets are indicated
in (4). For simplification, the heat transfer through a small piece of the piston is
considered (5).
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Figure 5.2: Small part of a piston with a TBC insulation. The temperature
profile indicates the heat transfer from the combustion chamber to the piston cooling
gallery. It includes the surface temperature variation which decays for increasing
depth.

5.1

Division of the Problem

Most of the heat transferred to the piston is removed through an internal cooling
channel in the piston, usually called cooling gallery [76]. Oil injected into the cooling
gallery circulates through the toroidal channel and removes heat. The rest of the
heat is transferred to other components, for example the liner. Figure 5.1 shows
the cross section of the piston of a heavy-duty diesel engine with a toroidal cooling
gallery, TBC insulation, and a piston bowl into which fuel is injected. The heat
transfer through a small part of the piston marked with a red box is governed by
the heat transfer from the combustion chamber to the piston, the piston’s material
properties, and the heat transfer coefficient in the piston cooling gallery. This
simplified heat transfer model is illustrated in Figure 5.2.
Assuming one dimensional heat transfer, the steady-state heat flux through a
piston with TBC insulation can be described with an overall heat transfer coefficient.
This overall heat transfer coefficient is described mathematically with symbol H.
The TBC insulation and the piston substrate shall respectively have a thickness
∆xT BC and ∆xps . Their thermal conductivity shall be denoted as kT BC and kps .
The heat transfer at the interface between the piston substrate and the oil inside
the piston cooling gallery can be described with a heat transfer coefficient hoil
and an oil temperature Toil . According to [33], the system of the TBC layer, the
piston substrate and the piston cooling gallery has a overall heat transfer coefficient
expressed in Equation 5.1. This equation assumes that changes of the cross-sectional
area are negligible.
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∆xps
1 −1
+
kps
hoil

(5.1)

The steady-state heat flux can then be expressed as a simple temperature
difference between the oil temperature Toil and the time-average surface temperature
T s.
q̇steady = H Ts − Toil



(5.2)

For a given overall heat transfer coefficient and a known surface temperature
swing, the total time-resolved heat flux is given by Equation 5.3. This equation
is a combination of description of the steady-state heat flux with an overall heat
transfer coefficient and the Fourier method (see Section 3.3.1).

q̇s (t) =H Ts − Toil + · · ·
ε

N p
X

h



i
πnfo An + Bn cos 2πnfo t − An − Bn sin 2πnfo t

n=1

(5.3)
Equation 5.3 shows that two boundary conditions need to be determined in
order to describe the entire heat transfer system. The first boundary condition is
the piston surface temperature. This boundary condition is the most important
one since it contains the time dependence of the heat flux. The second boundary
condition is the heat transfer coefficient inside the piston cooling gallery. In the
subsequent part of this thesis the heat transfer problem to the piston is divided into
two sub-problems pursuant to the piston surface temperature and the heat transfer
coefficient inside the piston cooling gallery.

5.2

Piston Surface Temperature Measurements

The most important but also most challenging part of determining the instantaneous heat flux is the measurement of the piston surface temperature with high
temporal resolution. These measurements have to be performed on a reciprocating
object and must be located exactly at the surface. Errors in terms of reduced amplitude and phase shift may be introduced if the measurement device is incorrectly
placed and not exactly at the surface (see Section 3.3). This section assesses and
selects the measurement method to determine this boundary condition.
To be able to evaluate what measurement method is most suitable, it is necessary
to understand the requirements. Thus, it is worth to shortly review the transient
environment the measurement method is supposed to monitor. As previously
mentioned in Section 2.1, a full engine cycle is completed every 0.1 s at 1200 rpm
which is a common engine speed. During the cycle, temperature changes can be
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expected on a time scale of 1 CAD or 138 µs. Besides the time scale, it is important
to know what amplitude of the temperature swing to expect. For steel, a common
piston material, cyclic temperature swings in the range between 10 ◦C and 40 ◦C have
been reported [16, 23, 40, 67, 72, 94, 123, 124]. In addition, Fukui and coworkers [125]
measured surface temperature on an aluminum piston at the impingement point of
the fuel spray during diesel-like operating conditions. They reported a temperature
swing of 45 ◦C. As shown previously, the surface temperature swing is strongly
dependent on the material properties [12, 48]. According to Equation 3.17, the
greater thermal effusivity of aluminum compared to steel should translate to a
larger temperature swing on a steel piston for the same heat flux. Applying the
inverse proportionality of temperature swing and effusivity (Equation 3.17) it can
be estimated that the corresponding temperature swing for a steel piston would be
approximately 75 ◦C. This estimate uses material properties from Table 3.1.
After this brief summary of the measurement conditions, the methods from
Chapter 4 are evaluated with regard to their suitability for surface temperature
measurements on the piston.
Templug
Considering the need to resolve surface temperature in time, templugs can be
disregarded from the further discussion. This method only yields a maximum temperature value. It cannot be used for time-resolved surface temperature measurements.
A surface temperature swing cannot be monitored with templugs.
IR thermometry
Mancaruso et al. applied IR thermography to measure the temperature of soot
on top of a sapphire window in an optical diesel engine [113]. Even thought the
optical path did not cross the combustion chamber the intense flame radiation leaked
through the soot layer and caused a strong background. This impeded reliable
measurements during combustion. Surface temperature measurements with this
method on a steel piston or a piston with TBC insulation are therefore considered
not possible. In such cases, the optical path of the IR radiation from the surface
would have to cross the combustion chamber. IR radiation emitted by the flame is
however much stronger than the signal from the surface. Flame luminosity renders
surface temperature measurements with IR thermometry therefore impossible.
Thermocouples
A large number of publications report piston surface temperature measurements
with thermocouples [12, 16, 67, 88, 90, 92, 95, 96, 124, 126, 127]. The availability
and simplicity of this type of measurement device is certainly an advantage of
this approach. However, thermocouples require electrical wiring between the hot
junction where temperature is sensed and the reference junction where voltage and
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reference temperature is measured. This requirement complicates measurements
on a reciprocating piston. There are two common answers to this issue. The first
approach is to use a grashopper linkage system that create a wired connection
between the moving piston and the static surrounding [12, 67, 88, 92, 96, 124, 126, 127].
The second option is a telemetry system that transmits readings via an antenna
on the piston and a receiver in the crankcase [16, 95, 123]. Grashopper linkage
systems have previously been reported to create electrical noise [67], to limit engine
speed [67], and to be prone to fail after short periods of uptime [92]. Hendricks [92]
reported in his PhD thesis that he decided to discard the plan to use a grashopper
linkage system after two failed attempts with only 4 hours for measurements [92].
He later chose to use a commercial telemetry system instead [92].
Gringrich et al. [95] and Hendricks et al. [16] both used telemetry systems to
transmit signals measured on the piston to the static surrounding. Gingrich and
coworkers [95] reported that the telemetry caused noise and spurious spikes leading
to a removal of up to 25% of the data. In addition to problems with spurious
spikes in the signal, these researchers stated that 3 of the 7 channels were lost
upon engine startup and another 2 channels only transmitted signals intermittently.
Hendricks et al. [16] also noted ”significant degradation of the signal” and a complete
signal loss at crank angle locations where signal transmission was obstructed by
the rotating counterweights of the crankshaft. At the beginning of the research
activity included in this thesis, telemetry systems were considered. Contact with
two European suppliers revealed that telemetry systems for crank-angle resolved
temperature measurements on one piston would cost between 35,000 EUR for a
system with 4 channels and 100,000 EUR for a system with 8 channels.
As it appears from several reports [12, 92, 96, 124, 127], pistons are usually
instrumented with surface thermocouples by machining holes through the pistons at
the measurement locations. Coaxial thermocoules are press-fit into the holes. The
existing junction of the thermocouple is then milled off to make the thermocouple
flush with the surface. Later, the junction is formed again by micro-welding, or
deposition techniques. Even though the deposited metal that restores the junction
can be very thin (Köpple et al. [123] reported 0.3 µm), machining holes through
the piston to instrument it with thermocouples may be rather invasive and cause
thermal disruption.
Involving advanced equipment and great efforts, Assanis and Friedman [128]
and Martin and Holanda [116] manufactured thin film thermocouples on top of
TBC-insulated steel plugs. The thin film junctions (2 µm to 5 µm) were formed on
top of the TBC using electron beam deposition [128] and sputtering [116]. The
instrumented plugs were later tested in engines. Even though these two studies
proved the feasibility to use thermocouples on top of TBC insulation, they also show
the great amount of resources necessary to do so. Furthermore, plug-type probes
are rather invasive as they imply profound adjustments to the combustion chamber
and the engine.
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Phosphor thermometry
Phosphor thermometry has previously been applied to internal combustion engines in numerous studies [114, 125, 129–145] Some of these investigations even
used diesel operating conditions or operating conditions that are similar to diesel
conditions in certain aspects such as partially premixed combustion (PPC) [125,
127, 146–149]. This technique is not based on thermal radiation. Therefore, flame
luminosity does not disallow phosphor thermometry as it does for IR thermometry.
As mentioned in Section 4.4, phosphor thermometry is based on luminescence having a specific spectral footprint. This causes the phosphor signal to be spectrally
distinguishable from the background which is based on black body radiation. Nevertheless, this does not mean that flame luminosity may not be an issue for phosphor
thermometry.
A great advantage of phosphor thermometry in respect to piston temperature
measurements is the method’s remote sensing capability. The method does not
need a linkage or a telemetry system. Moreover, instrumentation of the piston is
unnecessary. Application of a thin phosphor layer is the only adjustment to the piston
that is necessary for phosphor thermometry surface temperature measurements. The
phosphor layer is often applied with an ordinary airbrush and a high temperature
binder [138, 149]. The simple application of the phosphor on the piston enables
studies of geometry variation without expensive and time-consuming instrumentation
of each individual piston. Furthermore, spray-painting the phosphor onto the surface
ensures high precision in depth with the reading originating accurately from the
surface. In addition to that, the application of the phosphor also allows measurements
on top of TBC insulation as previously shown through measurement on top of an
insulated component of a gas turbine burner [150].
All these advantages go however along with several drawbacks. The thermal
properties of the phosphor coating are often different from those of the surface where
temperature is to be measured. This is especially the case for metal substrates since
phosphors and binder materials are usually ceramics with lower thermal conductivity.
The discrepancy of the thermal properties may result in a certain invasiveness of the
measurements even though the spray painted phosphor coatings are usually only
several micrometers thick. The requirement for an optical access is an additional
inconvenience of phosphor thermometry. While application of the phosphor onto
the surface may be rather simple, the necessary optical apparatus is certainly not.
The optical setup may complicate testing and engine operation. Moreover, phosphor
thermometry is in contrast to thermocouples not a standard, off-the-shelf method.
Its application in an engine includes a certain amount of method development.
Method selection
For the work included in this thesis, phosphor thermometry has been the method
of choice. The key arguments for this selection have been its capability to sense
temperature remotely and the possibility to readily measure on TBCs, avoiding
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costly and time consuming instrumentation of individual pistons.Furthermore, the
optical access that is required for phosphor thermometry is advantageous – if not
necessary – for investigations of fundamental in-cylinder heat transfer processes
during combustion.
Phosphor thermometry is a complex, non-standard measurement method which
involves special equipment such as lasers and special detectors. A strong argument to
chose phosphor thermometry despite these difficulties was therefore the possibility to
overcome the challenges by collaborating with a research group which had previous
experience with this method. The partner this project collaborated with closely
could also support the research with the necessary equipment.
As previously explained in Section 4.4, the two common approaches in phosphor
thermometry are the intensity ratio method and the lifetime decay method. Considering that the intensity ratio method is more susceptible to spectrally dependent
backgrounds, this approach is not deemed suitable for the application a in diesel
engines where soot luminosity is strong (see Section 2.2.3). As a result, the decay
time method was chosen for measurements of the piston surface temperature. Efforts
to determine the piston surface temperature are described in Chapter 7 and papers
I, III, IV, and V.

5.3

Heat Transfer Coefficient Inside the Piston Cooling
Gallery

Convective heat transfer in components’ internal channels has been determined
experimentally in numerous studies [151–157]. All cited publications have in common
that they applied a technique that is often called transient inverse approach. Instead
of determining the heat transfer coefficient (HTC) under steady-state conditions, this
method evaluates the coefficient during a transient heating or cooling process. During
this transient heat transfer, the fluid inside the component’s internal channels is the
heat source or heat sink. The monitored history of the component’s temperature
is then used to inversely calculate what the HTC was that caused the observed
temperature transient.
The piston cooling gallery is also an internal cooling channel. Therefore, the
transient inverse approach seems suitable to determine the HTC that in the cooling
gallery. Despite of that, this method had previously never been applied to piston
cooling galleries. To employ the technique to this application, the oil inside the
cooling gallery would have to heat or cool the piston in a transient manner. Other
heat sources or heat sinks should be eliminated during such a transient. Therefore
such measurements would not involve combustion. As a result, IR thermometry
would be applicable to monitor the piston’s temperature. IR thermometry was also
the employed temperature measurement method in several previous studies that
used the transient inverse approach [151–156]. Efforts to apply the transient inverse
approach to determine the HTC in the piston cooling gallery are summarized in
Chapter 8 and in Paper II.

6

Research questions

The choice of the method is an important factor in investigations that consider
accuracy and precision of in-cylinder heat transfer measurements. Therefore, certain
research questions in this thesis could not be formulated before deciding which
methods to use. Owing to the experimental challenges to resolve in-cylinder heat
transfer in time and space, the first two groups of research questions concern the
methods. The last group of research questions relates to in-cylinder heat transfer.
All efforts and results that refer to the following research questions are summarized in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8. Paragraphs that draw conclusions in respect to a
specific research question can be identified by their italic font. In the following part,
the page numbers that are given in brackets lead to the paragraphs that summarize
the results in respect to a certain research question.
Piston surface temperature measurements
Due to their importance, this thesis puts special focus on time resolved measurements of the piston surface temperature. For reasons mentioned in Section 5.2,
phosphor thermometry was chosen for piston surface temperature measurements.
Consequently, this thesis addresses questions of the method’s accuracy and precision
during in-cylinder measurements. Research questions that relate to these aspects
are as follows:
RQ 1.1 Does the accuracy and precision of phosphor thermometry surface temperature measurements enable the analysis of spatially and temporally resolved
heat transfer to a non-insulated piston during conventional diesel combustion? If so, what accuracy and precision of the temperature measurement
can be expected?
(Conclusions are summarized on page 93)
RQ 1.2 Does the accuracy of phosphor thermometry surface temperature measurements also enable the analysis of spatially and temporally resolved heat
transfer to a pistons with TBC insulation? If so, what accuracy and precision of the temperature measurement can be expected?
(Conclusions are summarized on page 83)
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RQ 1.3 What are the luminescence properties that make a phosphor suitable for
in-cylinder phosphor thermometry measurements in diesel engines?
(Conclusions are summarized on page 79)
RQ 1.4 To what extent does soot radiation from diesel combustion affect in-cylinder
phosphor thermometry measurements?
(Conclusions are summarized on page 67)
RQ 1.5 To what extent do laser extinction and signal trapping affect in-cylinder
phosphor thermometry measurements?
(Conclusions are summarized on page 70)
RQ 1.6 To what extent does the harsh environment inside the combustion chamber
of a diesel engine affect properties of phosphors that are relevant for phosphor
thermometry?
(Conclusions are summarized on page 79)
These method related research questions are investigated in the attached papers
I, III, IV, and V. In particular, Paper I draws conclusions in respect to question
RQ 1.1 and RQ 1.2 and papers III and IV investigate question RQ 1.1 in more
detail. The results of this thesis for questions RQ 1.3, RQ 1.4, RQ 1.5 and RQ 1.6
are presented in Paper V. More specific references of how each paper addresses the
different research questions are given in Chapter 7 and in the paragraphs related to
each research question.
Heat transfer coefficient inside the piston cooling gallery
Heat transfer inside piston cooling galleries has, to the author’s knowledge, never
been examined with a transient inverse approach. Therefore, the following research
question investigates the feasibility of such measurements with an IR camera.
RQ 2.1 Can a transient inverse approach, applied with an infrared camera, spatially
resolve the dominant features of the heat transfer coefficient (HTC) inside
a piston cooling gallery? If so, what spatial resolution can be achieved and
at what engine speed can the HTC be resolved?
(Conclusions are summarized on page 101)
Efforts to investigate heat transfer inside a piston cooling gallery are reported in
Paper II and are summarized in Chapter 8.
In-cylinder heat transfer
Following the analysis of the methods, the in-cylinder heat transfer to the piston
is investigated. Since convection is reported to be the main mode of in-cylinder heat
transfer, this work focused on flame impingement. Research question that aim to
improve the understanding of in-cylinder heat transfer are as follows:
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RQ 3.1 To what extent does flame impingement cause a spatial inhomogeneity of
heat transfer and surface temperature?
(Conclusions are summarized on page 90)
RQ 3.2 To what extent do cycle-to-cycle variations of the piston surface temperature
correlated to cycle-to-cycle variations of flame impingement?
(Conclusions are summarized on page 89)
RQ 3.3 What similarities and differences can be seen between the behavior of the
local in-cylinder heat transfer coefficient and that of Woschni’s model?
(Conclusions are summarized on page 91)
RQ 3.4 What is the observed magnitude difference of the temperature swing on a
YSZ coated piston compared to that on a steel piston?
(Conclusions are summarized on page 83)
These four research questions are evaluated in the attached papers I, III, and IV.
In detail, Paper I investigates question RQ 3.4, Paper III analyzes question RQ 3.2,
and Paper IV consider questions RQ 3.1 and RQ 3.3. More specific references of
how each paper addresses the different research questions are given in Chapter 7.

7

Phosphor Thermometry on
the Piston

Several challenges encumber the application of phosphor thermometry on the
piston of diesel engines. This chapter evaluates these challenges and analyzes how
they may be overcome. The first section elucidates how the digitalized signal from a
PMT is processed and temperature is evaluated. The following two sections focus on
the optical access and the influence of the severe measurement environment in the
combustion chamber on uncertainty. In the final section, results from measurements
on the piston are briefly examined.

7.1

Signal Processing

Phosphor thermometry measurements with the lifetime decay method commonly
apply PMTs. The electric signal from such a detector is digitalized in an oscilloscope.
Later signal post-processing yields the decay time. After measurements are finished
a calibration is performed which uses the same settings for the detector and the laser,
i.e. the source that excites the phosphor. During this calibration, the same PMT
acquires the luminescence signal while the phosphor’s temperature is varied in a
controlled manner. The waveforms (i.e. the electric signal) from the calibration are
post-processed in the same way as the measurement results. The change of the decay
time for the controlled temperatures variation is then captured in a calibration
function. The calibration function is subsequently used to translate previously
acquired decay times into temperature. One of the key steps in this procedure is
the stage when the waveform is reduced to a simple decay time. In the following
section, this step is analyzed more thoroughly.
As explained in Section 4.4, a simple process of a phosphor’s transition from
an excited state to its ground state results in a mono-exponential luminescence
decay function (see Equation 7.1). The time dependent luminescence intensity J (t)
depends on an initial intensity J0 and a decay time τ .
 t
J (t) = J0 exp −
τ
57
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(b)
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Figure 7.1: Multi-exponential PMT signal of LaAlGe2 O7 :Tm through an optical
bandpass filter with a center wavelength of 448 nm. The plots include a monoexponential fit with an offset. The fitting window starts 500 ns after the peak value
and ends when the signal falls below 10% of the value at the start. (a) shows the
signal and the fit in linear scale and (b) shows them in logarithmic scale.

In reality, the time-dependent behavior of most phosphors’ luminescence signals
resemble however a multi-exponential decay function as shown in Equation 7.2.

J (t) =

N
X
n=1


t 
J0n exp −
τn

(7.2)

Fitting the acquired waveform to a multi-exponential decay function suffers
from several disadvantages. This is why such an approach is rarely employed in
phosphor thermometry. The main disadvantages include a large number of model
parameters and ambiguous temperature values. In practice, mono-exponential
fitting approaches are usually applied despite the multi-exponential behavior of
the signal. More information about the disadvantages of multi-exponential fitting
and the reasons why to use a mono-exponential approach instead can be found
in [118, 158, 159].
For the mono-exponential approach which was applied in this research, the fitting
window must be the same for the calibration and the measurements. Different
algorithms for the selection of the fitting window exist [118, 158]. A rather common
approach is to select the fitting window depending on the decay time and to adjust it
iteratively [158]. However, this approach is computationally intensive and may run
into stability issues for strongly multi-exponential decays [118]. Another approach is
to define the fitting window depending on a fixed starting time and a relative signal
intensity. This approach was chosen for the phosphor thermometry measurements
in the present thesis.
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A-A
11.7

A
A
20.1

26.4

Figure 7.2: Top view (left) and section view (right) of the optical access. The
optical access is achieved through removing an exhaust valve. The access is tilted
by 11.7° and has a diameter of 26.4 mm
.
The process of fitting a mono-exponential decay function to the signal is illustrated in Figure 7.1. A fixed delay from the peak value defines the start of the
fitting window. The end point is defined as the time where the signal falls below a
limit relative to the intensity at the start of the fitting window. To account for a
possible soot luminosity background, an offset is also incorporated in the function
that is fit to the signal.
 t
J0 exp −
+c
τ

(7.3)

For a defined evaluation window, fitting the Equation 7.3 to the signal is readily
performed in MATLAB® . In this thesis a trust-region-reflective algorithm was used.

7.2

Optical Access

As an optical method, phosphor thermometry requires an optical access to the
measurement surface. Given that measurements are to be performed on the piston,
an optical access through the cylinder head is suitable. From the beginning of the
project that led to this thesis, a previously manufactured cylinder head with an
optical access through a removed exhaust valve was available. This cylinder head
is shown in Figure 7.2. The most important characteristics of the optical cylinder
head are listed below:
• The circular optical access is limited to a diameter of 26.4 mm resulting in a
rather small field of view.
• The small size of the optical access disturbs the in-cylinder process less than a
full optical engine such as designs with a Bowditch piston extension. All main
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α=11.7
β= ?

α

β
β

β α
α

Figure 7.3: Section view (left) and schematic (right) of the optical access. The
red arrows indicate beams of light that enter the optical access parallel to its center
line. The window refracts it to make it parallel to the cylinder axis.
engine components except the cylinder head can be standard components that
are in production.
• The edge of the piston bowl is within the field of view. This enables investigations of heat transfer at the flame impingement point.
• The optical access it tilted by 11.7°. This means that if a laser beam parallel to
the optical access is directed towards that piston, it will hit different locations
on the piston’s surface as the piston moves up and down.

7.2.1

Development of improved optical access

After initial measurements with a flat window, the need to improve the optical
access was recognized. The main challenges that were detected are related to the
tilt of the optical access and gas leakage due to high in-cylinder pressures.
Due to internal cooling channels the tilt of the optical access could not be
corrected through machining of the cylinder head. Thus, the beam path needed
to be adjusted in order to make it parallel to the cylinder axis. Therefore it was
conceptualized that the window itself could refract light parallel to the optical access
in a way that it becomes parallel to the cylinder axis. This is illustrated in Figure
7.3. Here, a ray of light marked in red is refracted on a tilted surface. This makes it
parallel to the cylinder axis. Denoting the tilt of the optical access with angle α,
the angle of incidence is α + β and the angle of refraction is β. Snell’s Law [160]
yields the description of the refraction at the air-window interface. The problem is
expressed mathematically in Equation 7.4.
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Material

Refractive index, n

Angle, β

Fused Silica, JGS1

1.47 [161]

22.6°

Sapphire, Al2 O3

≈ 1.78

14.1°

Table 7.1: Materials for the window, their refractive indices and the resulting angle
β.



nair sin α + β = nwindow sin β

(7.4)

For known refractive indices of air and window materials, Equation 7.4 can be
solved numerically for angle β. The values of angle β for sapphire and fused silica
are presented in Table 7.1. Smaller angles β lead to smaller distortions of the field
of view. In spite of that, fused silica was used in this project due to its lower cost.
As a result of its special, asymmetric shape, the window has to be custom made. In
addition to its much higher cost, the asymmetric shape of the window also made
correct orientation necessary. An incorrectly orientated window due to rotation
results in refraction in the wrong direction.
Gas leakage is a problem often encounter in optical accesses that involve high
pressures. Gas leakage may even be an issue if crevices at the window are small.
During this project it was observed that leakage usually lead to failure of the
window. Presumably, the entering hot gas transferred heat to the window creating
thermal stress. This is assumed to be the reason for the failure. An initial design
of an improved optical access locked the asymmetric window from Figure 7.3 in
the correct position through a pin at the bottom of the optical access. This pin,
however, generated a small crevice which allowed hot air to enter the optical access
causing the failure of the window. This lead to a second overhaul of the design for
which the pin was removed. The final version of the improved optical access and all
involved parts and tools are described in the following paragraph by explaining how
it is mounted.
First, the window was glued to a metal sleeve with a special high-temperature
adhesive (Dow Corning® Q5-8401). To ensure that gas bubbles were not formed
during the curing process, the mixed two-component adhesive was degassed in a
depressurized chamber before applying it to the window (see Figure 7.4a). The
glued assembly of the window and the sleeve was then put in an oven at 160 ◦C for
at least 50 min to guarantee that the adhesive had cured fully. A sharp knife was
used to removed excess adhesive to ensure that the copper gasket could lie flat on
the metal sleeve. The glued assembly and a copper gasket are marked with number
4 and 5 in Figure 7.5. Subsequently, numbers that are given in brackets refer to
the corresponding component in Figure 7.5. After mounting the valve train and
closing its compartment with the valve cover (12), the copper gasket and the glued
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 7.4: (a) Degassing of the mixed, two component adhesive Dow Corning®
Q5-8401 in depressurized chamber. (b) Glued assemblies of windows and metal
sleeves after curing of the adhesive at 160 ◦C for 50 min. (c) Optical cylinder head.
(d) Insertion of bespoke installation tool into the glued assembly of a sleeve and a
window. (e) Insertion of the glued assembly into the optical access while taking
care to orientate the window correctly, according to the markings on the sleeve and
the cylinder head. (f) Tightening of the screw with a torque wrench while locking
the window in the correct orientation with a spanner.
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12
Figure 7.5: Tools and parts for the optical access: Skrew to tighten the optical
access (1), cut and uncut valve yoke (2), Molykote® 1000 solid lubricant for threads
(3), glued assembly of window and sleeve (4), copper gasket (5), optical cylinder head
(6), hollow tool to tighten the screw (7), special bit for torque wrench to tighten
screw (8), tool to keep window in correct orientation (9), bespoke installation tool
to insert and remove window from optical access (10), gaskets for valve cover (11),
valve cover (12).
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assembly were introduced into the optical access with a bespoke installation tool
(10). Care was taken to orientate the window correctly. The cylinder head and
the sleeve both had markings that indicated the correct orientation of the window
(see Figure 7.4e). The screw to tighten the optical access (1) was greased with
Molykote® 1000 (3) before introducing it into the optical access. A special hollow
tool (7) and a custom torque bit (8) were used to apply the required 90 N m to the
screw using a torque wrench. While tightening the screw, another special tool (9)
was placed inside the hollow tool (7). Special tool number 9 was used to maintain
the window in the correct orientation while applying the torque (see Figure 7.4f).
The improved optical access was designed for a peak cylinder pressure of 240 bar. It
was successfully tested for peak cylinder pressures of approximately 160 bar during
30 min of engine operation at 11 bar IMEP.

7.3

Influences on Accuracy and Precision

The conditions inside the cylinder of diesel engines during operation are extreme.
As a result, these conditions may affect accuracy and precision of in-cylinder phosphor thermometry measurements negatively. To understand how these conditions
influence measurements, related aspects were investigated in several laboratory
experiments. These investigations are described in more detail in Paper V. Nevertheless, the following section shall give a short overview considering research questions
RQ 1.5 and RQ 1.6.

7.3.1

Soot luminosity

Mixing controlled flames create a large amount of soot in diesel engines. The
high soot concentrations coincide with region of high temperature where exothermic
chemical reactions take place. This causes a very strong black-body background
which is superimposed on the signal. In fact, soot radiation background has
previously been reported as a major practical limitation during lifetime-based, incylinder measurements [125, 127, 148]. As shown previously in Figure 2.3, soot
luminosity is spectrally skewed towards longer wavelengths and has a considerable
contribution for wavelengths longer than 450 nm. Due to this, the luminescence
signal needs to be acquired at short wavelengths to spectrally discriminate it from
the background.
Combustion in diesel engines is an intermittent process and only lasts a few
milliseconds. Therefore, the background from soot luminosity is also unsteady. As a
result, fluctuations of the combustion process may affect the decay time evaluation
if the decay time is within the same time scales as background variations. Issues
to determine the decay time due to a varying background was previously observed
by Kashdan and Bruneaux [148]. To avoid such issues, decay times have to be
significantly shorter than background variations. In this way, the background
becomes constant for the signal’s time scales.
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Figure 7.6: Setup to investigate the influence of soot luminosity on signal detection
with a PMT. Annotations are explained in the text.

Figure 7.7: Combined spectrum of an acetylene flame and ZnS:Ag and their
individual spectra for 54 ◦C and an integration time of 1 ms
.
In addition to its appearance as time-varying noise in the acquired waveform,
soot luminosity may also have an effect on signal detection. Photomultiplier tubes
are highly sensitive detectors that may be influenced by strong soot luminosity.
On a similar note, previous investigations revealed that detector non-linearities
can cause distortions of the shape of the PMT output signal depending on signal
intensity [162–164]. A different shape of the waveform most likely leads to a different
decay time and thus also to an affected temperature evaluation.
The possible effect of soot luminosity on signal detection was investigated with
a setup shown in Figure 7.6. The designations in parenthesis in the following
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.8: Effect of soot luminosity on (a) peak PMT output voltage and (b)
decay time; ”•” and ”◦” stand for ”applied” and ”not applied”, respectively.

paragraph refer to the respective annotations in the figure. The beam from a pulsed
Nd:YAG laser operating at the 3rd harmonic (355 nm) with a 10 Hz repetition rate
was separated from residual wavelengths in a Pellin-Broca prism (PB). Subsequently,
it was limited to 6 mm in diameter in an aperture (A1). A power meter (P) was
employed before measurements to monitor the laser pulse energy. After entering
the tube furnace (F), the laser beam meets the phosphor sample holder (PS) which
was coated with ZnS:Ag. The sample holder was instrumented with thermocouples
(TC) to obtain a reference temperature. The luminescence signal from the excited
phosphor was focused onto the photocathode of the PMT with a lens (L). It had a
focal length of 95 mm and was therefore more than two focal lengths away from the
luminous non-premixed acetylene flame (AF) that resided on top of a welding torch.
A motorized aperture (AP2) and a shutter (S) were employed to vary the solid angle
and the exposure before the luminescence signal. The setup applied an interference
band-pass filter (BP, 448 nm) and a long-pass filter (LP, cutoff: 400 nm). In certain
cases, a short-pass filter was added to the long-pass filter (cutoff: 500 nm).
Figure 7.7 presents the spectra of the flame, the phosphor and their combined
emission. Considering that all spectra were acquired with an integration time of 1 ms
while the phosphor has a decay time of approximately 400 ns, it becomes apparent
that the signal to background ratio was even better at the detection wavelength
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of 450 nm than it appears in the figure. Nevertheless, a significant effect of the
flame on the peak PMT output voltage and the decay time was observed. This
is illustrated in Figure 7.8. If no countermeasures were taken, significantly lower
peak PMT output voltages and longer decay times were obtained for measurements
with the flame. Moreover, even adding the short-pass filter did not eliminate the
effect of the flame on the signal either. In contrast, measurements that applied the
flame, the short-pass filter and the shutter show the same decay time compared
to measurements without the flame. For measurement with the flame and without
the shutter, the results in Figure 7.8a do not indicate a decrease of the peak PMT
output voltage when reducing the aperture from 100% to approximately 75%. This
behavior is believed to be attributed to photocathode bleaching. It was hypothesized
that the photocathode is depleted of electrons that can participate in the electric
signal when the luminescence signal arrives. Constantly exposing the photocathode
to soot luminosity makes it less sensitive. Limiting the exposure to a short time,
however, prevents this from happening.

Investigations on the effect of exposure time variations that indicated that
the peak PMT output voltage and the estimated decay time yield consistent and
constant values for exposure times below 7 ms (see Figure 8 in Paper V). A shutter
may therefore not be necessary for measurements in diesel engines.

RQ 1.4: To what extent does soot radiation from diesel combustion affect in-cylinder phosphor thermometry measurements?
Continuous exposure of a PMT with intense soot radiation, can affect
decay time evaluation which results in a different temperature reading. In
the experiments described here, the continuous exposure of the photocathode to soot radiation caused an increase of the evaluated decay time of
more than 50%, if no additional countermeasures were taken. In the case
of ZnS:Ag, the effect of soot radiation caused the decay time to be outside
the defined limits of the calibration curve. In general, the absolute value
of the temperature error depends on the phosphor and its temperature
sensitivity. However, an increase of the decay time of 50% will have a
very severe impact on the temperature evaluation in most cases. For short
exposure times below 7 ms, the effect of soot luminosity was eliminated.
In a heavy-duty diesel engine for road freight, the combustion process
is typically shorter than 7 ms. Therefore, it is likely that soot radiation
leaves in-cylinder phosphor thermometry measurements unaffected. The
exposure time at which soot luminosity starts to affect the decay time will,
however, depend on the intensity of soot luminosity.
In the appended papers, this research question is addressed in in Paper V
on page 6 and 7.
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Figure 7.9: Setup to investigate the effect of signal trapping and laser extinction
on signal detection with a PMT. Annotations are explained in the text.

7.3.2

Laser-induced soot incandescence

Soot generated during diesel combustion will partly absorb the laser pulse that
is used to excite the phosphor. This may result in laser-induced incandescence (LII)
of the soot particles. For this to occur, laser fluence, that is to say, laser pulse
energy per cross-sectional area of the beam needs to be sufficiently high. When
conducting LII measurements, laser fluences are usually more than an order of
magnitude greater than laser fluences commonly used in phosphor thermometry. To
perform measurements in a diesel engines, laser fluences of up to 600 mJ cm−2 are
not uncommon [165]. The fluence in phosphor thermometry usually does not exceed
10 mJ cm−2 .
The decay time of an LII signal is strongly influenced by pressure and decreases
as pressure increases. Based on calculations by Cenker et al. [166], decay times of
approximately 10 ns can be expected for pressures of 80 bar. An influence of LII on
in-cylinder phosphor thermometry measurements is of minor concern unless time
scales of the phosphor’s decay time are similar to the time scales of a possible LII
signal and laser fluences are very high. In case time scales of the phosphor’s decay
time are similar to expected LII decay times, variation of the laser fluence can help
to assess whether LII has an influence on the measurements.
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Figure 7.10: Results from investigations regarding the influence of signal trapping
and laser extinction on measurement accuracy and precision. (a) calibration data
including the obtained calibration function. (b) Error of temperature evaluation.
(c) Standard deviation of the temperature evaluation.

7.3.3

Signal detection non-linearities

Light absorption caused by soot particles may also result in other problems
besides LII. Absorption of the laser pulse results in a weaker signal. The same
may happen if the signal itself is absorbed. These two ways that reduce signal
intensity through absorption are respectively called: laser extinction and signal
trapping. The combination of lower signal intensity and detector non-linearities
can cause distortions of the acquired waveform. This may result in an erroneous
decay time and an incorrect temperature evaluation. To investigate the influence
of signal trapping and laser extinction, the setup shown in Figure 7.9 was used.
This setup was the same as the one that was used to calibrate the phosphor from
previous in-cylinder measurements (see Subsection 7.5.2). The calibration setup
imitated therefore the setup that had been used during these engine experiments.
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As a result, the optical path between the phosphor-coated sample holder and the
PMT included an exact copy of the window used in the engine (W), a dielectric
laser mirror (DM), and a beam splitter (SBS). All designations in parenthesis refer
to the respective annotations in the setup. Laser extinction was mimicked with a
laser beam splitter (LBS) which reflected a part of the laser pulse energy towards a
beam dump (BD). An aperture in front of the lens simulated signal trapping. This
investigations uses an annealed mixture of YAG:Ce and dysprosia stabilized zirconia
with 10 wt.% Dy2 O3 (10DySZ) as the phosphor. The peak PMT output voltage was
reduced to approximately 13 mV when simulating laser extinction or signal trapping.
The peak PMT output voltage of data that was unaffected of these influences was
approximately 53 mV. These values were equal to the minimal signal level and the
normal signal level during previous in-cylinder measurements.
Data presented in Figure 7.10 indicate that both signal trapping and laser
extinction affect accuracy and precision negatively. Figure 7.10a illustrates that
laser extinction and signal trapping caused a shorter decay time compared to the
unaffected calibration. This would lead to an overestimation of temperature if decay
times of affected data were translated into temperature with the calibration function
in Figure 7.10a. The temperature bias is reflected in the error of the temperature
evaluation in Figure 7.10b. The error decreases as the phosphor becomes increasingly
temperature sensitive. However, even at temperatures above 325 ◦C, the error may
still be as large as 20 K. Signal trapping and laser extinction also affect precision as
illustrated in Figure 7.10c. A more detailed discussion of the effect of the signal
trapping and laser extinction on measurement uncertainty is provided in Paper V.
RQ 1.5: To what extent do laser extinction and signal trapping
affect in-cylinder phosphor thermometry measurements?
During engine experiments reported in papers III and IV, the intensity
of the phosphor thermometry signal was reduced by 75% due to signal
trapping, laser extinction, or both. For a mixture of YAG:Ce and 10DySZ,
the bias of the temperature evaluation due to signal trapping or laser
extinction was smaller than 20 K if the temperature sensitive range of
the phosphor was limited to temperatures above 325 ◦C (see Figure 7.10).
The bias leads to a temperature overestimation. Besides the worsened
accuracy, precision also suffers from signal trapping or laser extinction.
While the unaffected signal had a standard deviation below σT < 2 K for
temperatures above 325 ◦C, measurements affected by signal trapping or
laser extinction had a standard deviation smaller than σT < 6 K.
In general, the impact of signal trapping and laser extinction on the
accuracy and precision of in-cylinder measurements will depend on the
detector, the detector settings and the phosphor. Therefore, the effect of
signal trapping and laser extinction cannot be given, generally. Despite
of that, the results from Figure 7.10 give an indication.
In the appended papers, this research question is addressed in in Paper V
pages 7 to 9.
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Pressure

In-cylinder pressure varies between atmospheric levels and values beyond 100 bar.
Pressure dependence of phosphor thermometry would therefore be a major obstacle
for in-cylinder measurements. Fortunately, pressure sensitivity of phosphors used in
thermometry has – to the author’s knowledge – only been noted for a small group of
europium doped phosphors. To be more precise, these europium doped phosphors
are actually affected by increasing oxygen partial pressure. Oxygen partial pressure
is, however, dependent on oxygen concentration and absolute pressure.
Brübach and coworkers [167] investigated three phosphors in regards to their sensitivity to variations of absolute pressure up to 30 bar and different concentrations of
nitrogen, oxygen, carbon dioxide, methane, helium and water vapor. The researchers
concluded that two of these phosphors, namely La2 O2 S:Eu and Mg3 F2 GeO4 :Mn,
did not show any sensitivity to these influences. However, Y2 O3 :Eu was sensitive to
oxygen partial pressure due to oxygen quenching. A similar effect was also observed
in europium doped YSZ by Yang and coworkers [168]. They attributed this to
oxygen vacancies in the phosphor.
Besides the effect of partial oxygen pressure on certain europium-doped phosphors,
pressure can be disregarded as an influence. Gleason et al. [169] actually showed
that even pressures of up to 45 000 bar leave the decay time of La2 O2 S:Eu at 537 nm
largely unaffected.

7.3.5

Thickness of the phosphor coating

Heat transfer in the cylinder of diesel engines happens on very short time
scales and is highly transient. With approximately 10 heat transfer cycles per
second, the influence of different thermal properties of the phosphor coating on
in-cylinder measurements is a major concern. The influence of the coating thickness
on measurements in an internal combustion engine has previously been investigated
by Knappe et al. [138]. In this study, phosphor coatings of different thicknesses
on a transparent cylinder liner were excited from both sides during homogeneous
charge compression ignition (HCCI) operating conditions. For coating thicknesses
below or equal to 20 µm the same temperature on both sides was measured. These
measurements are however not directly transferable to in-cylinder measurements in
diesel engines. Jia et al. [18] compared the heat transfer during different combustion
modes through numerical simulations. They noted that the heat flux is much more
uniform during HCCI combustion than during diesel combustion.
Atakan and Roskosch [170] demonstrated with a one-dimensional unsteady
heat transfer model that under modeled conditions that mimicked an Otto cycle,
gradients inside the phosphor coating are important even for coating thicknesses
of approximately 10 µm. According to the conclusions of this study transient
measurements should be accompanied by heat transfer modeling to account for the
invasiveness of the measurement.
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Therefore, the phosphor coatings for in-cylinder measurements in diesel engines
must be as thin as possible. However, the signal to noise ratio must also be taken
into account because very coatings lead to a weak signal. Furthermore the coating
thickness needs to be determined to support later heat transfer modeling.

7.4

Phosphor Selection

The use of suitable phosphors is crucial for in-cylinder measurements. This is
also true for other measurements based on phosphor thermometry. The phosphor
governs to a large extent whether measurements under such extreme conditions
are possible at all and influences their accuracy and precision substantially. From
the assessment of measurement conditions and from experience, the following five
conditions are defined for the selection of suitable phosphors for piston surface
temperature measurements.
R.1 Emission at wavelengths shorter than 500 nm.
R.2 Decay times shorter than 1 µs.
R.3 High quantum yield, i.e. strong luminescence relative to excitation.
R.4 Sensitive for temperatures between 225 ◦C and 725 ◦C.
R.5 Stable in the in-cylinder environment.
The strong background from soot luminosity which is spectrally skewed towards
longer wavelengths changes over time. This is the reason for requirements R.1, R.2
and R.3. The objective to achieve a temporal resolution of the surface temperature
of at least 1 CAD leads to the requirement that the decay time has to be shorter
than approximately 40 µs. This estimate assumes an engine speeds of 1200 rpm
and a decay time evaluation of the signal between the initial peak and 3.5τ . The
requirement on the decay time that arises form the temporal resolution of the
measurements is therefore less strict than R.2.
The fourth requirement (R.4) is based on the expected temperature range for steel
pistons and pistons with TBC insulation. The phosphor’s stability is an additional
and essential requirement for in-cylinder measurements to be possible. The phosphor
must neither change its properties nor its physical state. The temperature-dependent
luminescence signal must also not change or drift due to exposure to the harsh
environment.
As mentioned previously, the requirement R.1 - R.4 are based on experience.
They shall therefore not be seen as merely binary conditions. For example, a
phosphor is not completely unusable for in-cylinder measurements if its decay time is
slightly longer than 1 µs, e.g. τ = 1.2 µs. The line between a phosphor that enables
in-cylinder measurements and a phosphor that does not is gradual.
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Suitable dopants

Ion

Emitting
levels

Lifetime at
room temperature
(Estimate of order
of magnitude)

Ce3+

5d1

Very short
(10 − 100 ns)

Blue
(usually broad band)

Pr3+

3P

Moderate

485 nm

Tb3+

5D

3

Moderate

483 nm

9/2

Long
(0.1 − 1 ms)

484 nm

2

Moderate
(10 µs)

460 nm

7G
4

Moderate

480 nm

Dy3+

Tm3+

3F

0

1D

Emission
wavelength

Table 7.2: List of suitable dopants with emission wavelengths below < 500 nm.
The list is based on Tabel 1 in [171]. The estimates of the decay time are based on
data for YVO4 :Dy, LuPO4 :Dy, YAG:Tm, YAG:Ce also presented in [171].
In phosphors based on ceramics doped with lanthanides, the dopant acts as the
activator. The wavelength of the phosphors emission is therefore largely governed by
the introduced lanthanide ion. Chambers and Clarke [171] listed the most important
emission wavelengths of such dopants. Their work revealed that phosphors doped
with cerium (Ce), praseodymium (Pr), terbium (Tb), dysprosium (Dy), and thulium
(Tm) emit light at wavelengths shorter than 500 nm and therefore comply with
requirement R.1 (see Table 7.2). As a result, the quest for suitable phosphors can
largely be restricted to those based on these dopants.

7.4.2

Investigated phosphors

The phosphor need to have a high quantum yield, for the signal to overcome
the strong background. Absolute intensity measurements that are necessary to
determine quantum yield are however arduous. Therefore, the problem of classifying
whether a signal is strong enough for in-cylinder measurements is approached in
a rather practical way. A limit of the weakest acceptable signal was defined for a
maximum solid angle, a maximum laser pulse energy and a maximum PMT control
voltage. The PMT control voltage determines the detector gain. The signal had to
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Figure 7.11: Investigated Phosphors. The letters refer to: (A) Gd2 O2 S:Tb;
(B) Y2 O3 :Dy; (C) 10DySZ; (D) Y2 O3 :Tm; (E) ZnS:Tm,Ag; (F) YVO4 :Dy; (G)
LaAlGe2 O7 :Tm; (H) LuSiO5 :Ce; (J) ZnS:Tm,Li; (K) ZnS:Ag; (L) YAG:Ce; (M)
YVO4 :Dy; (N) YVO4 :Tm; (O) YAG:Ce & 10DySZ; (P) Y2 SiO5 :Ce; (R) YVO4 :Dy,Ce
be stronger than 125 mV over a 50 Ω termination in the oscilloscope. The upper
boundary was defined as a solid angle of 0.22 sr, a laser pulse energy of 2 mJ and a
PMT control voltage of 250 mV.
The quantum yield can sometimes be increased through co-doping [172]. In
addition, co-doping may also be applied to achieve a long persistent emission, a slower
degradation, a shorter decay time and to promote a specific wavelength [117,173–175].
In phosphor thermometry, co-doping has previously been used to make the decay
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Wavelength [nm]

Amplifier

Gating
(opening after
laser pulse [ns])

R.1
λ < 500 nm

Gd2 O2 S:Tb

450

X

4070

X

X

B

Y2 O3 :Dy

483

X

110

X

X

C

10DySZ

483

X

400

X

X

D

Y2 O3 :Tm

450

X

X

X

E

ZnS:Tm,Ag

483

F

YVO4 :Dy

483

G

LaAlGe2 O7 :Tm

448

H

LuSiO5 :Ce

448

J

ZnS:Tm,Li

K

X
X

X

700

X

X

R.3
strong signal

Phosphor

A

R.2
τ < 1 µs

Reference in
Figure 7.11

R.4
225 ◦C < T < 725 ◦C

Fulfilment of
requirements on page 72

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

483

X

X

X

X

ZnS:Ag

450

X

X

X

X

L

YAG:Ce

450

X

X

?

M

YVO4 :Dy

483

X

X

X

X

N

YVO4 :Tm

483

X

X

X

X

O

YAG:Ce & 10DySZ

483

X

X

X

X

P

Y2 SiO5 :Ce

440

X

X

X

X

R

YVO4 :Dy,Ce

483

X

X

X

X

X

Table 7.3: List of all investigated phosphors including settings and an assessment
of the phosphors’ fulfillment of requirements R.1 to R.4 from page 72. Note: X
means ”yes”.
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time shorter [139, 176]. Hertle et al. [176] also increased signal intensity through
co-doping. The energy transfer between Ce3+ and Dy3+ ions, two dopants that are
listed in Table 7.2, is documented in the literature [172,173]. This was inspiration, to
investigate phosphors doped with Ce3+ and Dy3+ . Even a new phosphor consisting
of YAG:Ce and 10DySZ was created. This new phosphor was based on a mass ratio
of the two phosphors of mY AG:Ce/m10DySZ = 12. The mixture was heat treated at
1320 K for 5 h1 .
Phosphors need to be sufficiently sensitive to resolve cyclic in-cylinder temperature variations. If phosphors are not sensitive enough an acceptable precision and
accuracy cannot be achieved. In this work, sensitivity is defined as the negative
relative rate of change of the decay time as shown in Equation 7.5.
Sτ = −

∂τ /∂T

100%
(7.5)
τ
In cylinder measurements with a mixture of YAG:Ce and 10DySZ showed
unsatisfactory accuracy below approximately 325 ◦C (see Figure 10 of Paper III).
For lower temperatures, that phosphor has a sensitivity below 0.58 % K−1 . Thus,
phosphors must have a greater sensitivity.
Calibration curves for all phosphors that were investigated in search of suitable
candidates for in-cylinder phosphor thermometry are presented in Figure 7.11. The
center wavelengths of the bandpass filters that was applied in front of the detector and
other setting are listed in Table 7.3. This table also assess whether the requirements
R.1 to R.4 are met by each phosphor. Reference H, that is LuSiO5 :Ce, illustrates
a possible negative effect of multi-exponential luminescence decay signals. The
striking behavior of the phosphor comes from quenching of a previously dominant
shorter decay time. Therefore, at higher temperatures the initially weaker longer
decay time has a greater relative influence on the mono-exponential decay time
evaluation.
After this initial screening, four candidates for in-cylinder phosphor thermometry
measurements were selected: ZnS:Ag (K), YVO4 :Dy (M), YVO4 :Tm (N), and
YAG:Ce & 10DySZ (O). These phoshors were studied in regards to their fulfillment
of requirement R.5.

7.4.3

Stability of selected phosphors

The aggressive in-cylinder environment poses a challenge for many materials.
Thermal cycling and a large number of reactive species create harsh conditions.
This is the reason why the fulfillment of requirement R.5 is not evident even though
phosphors are usually ceramics. At this point it is worth pointing out that ZnS:Ag – a
phosphor selected in the previous subsection – is not a ceramic but a semiconductor.
1 Note: When heat treating phosphors at such high temperatures in the future, better care
must be taken to ensure that all components actually withstand these temperatures. In the present
study one screw of the container the phosphor was placed in was not out of stainless steel, melted
and soiled the furnace.
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Previous research on the stability of phosphors included studies on the effect
of long-term exposure to elevated temperature [177–179], and the exposure to a
combustion environment [180]. In one of the most relevant studies, Abou Nada
and coworkers [181] investigated the influence of different engine lubricants on
BaMg2 Al16 O27 :Eu, La2 O2 S:Eu, Mg3 F2 GeO4 :Mn, ZnS:Ag, and ZnO. They observed
that the luminescence signal from semiconducting phosphors ZnS:Ag and ZnO were
strongly influenced by lubricants, even at small concentrations. The other ceramic
phosphors did not show any change due to lubricants. Zych et al. [178] investigated
the effect of a heat treatment at 1000 ◦C on YAG:Ce in air and in a reducing
atmosphere of N2 and H2 . The researchers observed a reversible 20 nm red-shift
of the luminescence emission. Research by Bang et al. [182] on the stability of
phosphors based on lanthanide oxisulphides is also highly relevant. A large number
of phosphor thermometry measurements in the cylinder of internal combustion
engines previously used a phosphor with a host out of lanthanide oxisulphide,
namely La2 O2 S:Eu [125, 127, 130, 140, 142, 146–148, 148]. Observations by Bang
et al. [182] indicate that Y2 O2 S:Eu is already transformed to Y2 O2 (SO4 ):Eu and
Y2 O3 :Eu at 600 ◦C. Previous research stated however that Y2 O2 S and La2 O2 S
were oxidized to Y2 O2 (SO4 ) and La2 O2 (SO4 ) at temperatures above 750 ◦C. This
observation casts doubt on the stability of La2 O2 S:Eu under conditions inside the
cylinder of internal combustion engines.
The stability of the four phosphor candidates: ZnS:Ag, YVO4 :Dy, YVO4 :Tm,
and YAG:Ce & 10DySZ was investigated. Therefore, each phosphor was coated
onto two exhaust valves using HPC binder from ZYP coatings [183]. Before coating,
four holes had been drilled into each of the eight exhaust valves. As indicated in
Figure 7.12a the holes did not penetrate the entire valve disk. After coating the
phosphor onto the flat face of the valve disk, an initial calibration was performed.

(b)
(a)

Figure 7.12: (a) Sketch of exhaust valve which indicates the location of one of
the four holes for the thermocouples. (b) Coated exhaust valves in a cylinder head
after engine experiments.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.13: (a) Calibration curves of ZnS:Ag, YVO4 :Dy, YVO4 :Tm, and YAG:Ce
& 10DySZ before and after exposure to in-cylinder environment. (b) Temperature
error from drift due to in-cylinder environment.

During calibration, thermocouples were glued into two of these holes. In the
following step, randomly generated valve pairs were mounted in production-type
cylinder heads (see Figure 7.12b). All valves were subsequently exposed to the
same low-load engine operating condition in a Scania D13 heavy-duty diesel engine
for 3 h. Calibrations and emission spectra before and after exposure to the engine
environment were acquired using the same settings for the detector and the laser
before and after. Spectral differences were not discernible for any of the exhaust
valves. The calibration curves before and after exposure to the engine environment
are presented in Figure 7.13a. The data of each phosphor was fitted to a polynomial
to generate corresponding calibration curves.
The decay times were longer before exposure than after exposure for all four
phosphors. In other words, exposure to engine conditions introduced more quenching.
This lead to generally faster decay times and a measurement bias. As a result, the
temperature would be overestimated if engine measurement results were translated
into temperatures with a calibration curve that stems from a phosphor that had
not been in the engine. This temperature error is plotted in Figure 7.13b. The
temperature error is strongly dependent on the phosphor’s sensitivity Sτ . For
YAG:Ce & 10DySZ, for example, the temperature error strongly decreases for
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increasing temperature because the phosphor becomes more sensitive.
RQ 1.3: What are the luminescence properties that make a
phosphor suitable for in-cylinder phosphor thermometry measurements in diesel engines?
In-cylinder phosphor thermometry measurements in diesel engines encounter problems related to: a strong, temporally inconstant background
that is skewed towards longer wavelengts, short time scales of heat transfer
within a small temperature range, and a harsh environment. Due to these
challenges, phosphors with certain properties are advantageous. These
properties are: short emission wavelength, short decay times, high quantum yield, great sensitivity in the correct temperature range and stability
in a harsh environment. A combination of properties that has shown to
make measurements feasible are: (1) emission wavelengths λ < 500 nm,
(2) decay times τ < 1 µs, (3) signal stronger than 125 mV over a 50 Ω
termination for a phosphor signal generated with a laser pulse energy
of 2 mJ and a PMT control voltage of 250 mV through a solid angle of
0.22 sr, (4) a sensitivity Sτ > 0.58 % K−1 , (5) temperature error caused
by exposure to in-cylinder environment T < 20 K. A detailed discussion
of the effect of the in-cylinder environment on phosphor stability is given
in Paper V on pages 5 − 6.
RQ 1.6: To what extent does the harsh environment inside the
combustion chamber of a diesel engine affect properties of phosphors that are relevant for phosphor thermometry?
The change of the decay time of four phosphors due to exposure to the
in-cylinder environment showed that temperature errors in the order of
several tens of kelvin may be expected. The effect of the in-cylinder environment on accuracy accounted for a temperature bias smaller than 20 K
for YAG:Ce & 10DySZ in the phosphor’s temperature sensitive range
between 325 ◦C < T < 450 ◦C.
A general value of the effect of the in-cylinder environment on the accuracy of different phosphors cannot be given. The temperature bias depends
on the phosphor and its sensitivity. A detailed discussion of the properties that make phosphors suitable for in-cylinder phosphor thermometry
measurements are provided in Paper V on pages 2 − 6.

7.5

Measurements

The work that lead to this thesis comprises of two successful piston surface
temperature measurements using phosphor thermometry. A failed measurement
campaign preceded the second measurements and was unsuccessful due to issues
with the optical access and soot luminosity. The first successful measurements lead
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to Paper I and the second lead to Paper III and Paper IV. The measurements
concern aspects regarding heat transfer and the measurement method. As a result,
this section addresses research questions RQ 1.1, RQ 1.2, RQ 3.1, RQ 3.2, RQ 3.3,
and RQ 3.4. For a detailed analysis of the data, the reader is referred to the attached
papers I, III, and IV. Instead of focusing on the data analysis, this section puts its
attention to practical aspects that may have been difficult to communicate in the
papers. Only a short overview of the results is given in the following subsections.

7.5.1

Measurements on a steel and a YSZ-coated piston

The first phosphor thermometry measurements were performed on a singlecylinder diesel engine with four balance shafts using the optical cylinder head before
any improvements. The engine’s low vibration level enabled precise targeting with
the laser. The measurements included phosphor thermometry and cylinder pressure
measurements. These two measurement systems were however not coupled and a
specific surface temperature measurement could not be linked to a specific pressure
trace. Measurements were preceded by tests with a high speed camera which
indicated that flame impingement occurred 9 CAD after start of injection (SOI).
Two low-load engine operating conditions at IM EPg ≈ 1 bar and IM EPg ≈ 5 bar
were investigated. Surface temperature was measured on top of a steel piston and
a yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ)-coated piston at three locations in between two
spray plumes. The piston profile of the two pistons and the measurement locations
are indicated in Figure 7.14. This figure shows that the YSZ-coated piston had
a different bowl shape than the steel piston. The discrepancy was the result of
the coating process. The different bowl shape might have affected the combustion
process slightly and did affect compression ratio. The steel piston had a compression
ratio of 21.16% and the YSZ coated piston had a compression ratio of 20.64%. In
addition to the bowl shape, the cooling gallery was also shaped differently for the
two pistons. This is not shown in Figure 7.14.
The tilted optical access allowed measurements at the same location only close
to TDC. The 10 Hz repetition rate of the Nd:YAG laser that operated at 355 nm
permitted one measurement per cycle. Since only one reading is obtained per cycle,
it had to be ensured that thermal transient would not affect the measurements.
Therefore, the engine had to be operated at thermally stabilized conditions. Measurements of the oil temperature before and after the piston cooling gallery indicated
constant readings once the piston had reached thermally stabilized conditions. This
could take up to 15 min. Soot deposition made repeated cleaning of the window
necessary because it impeded signal acquisition. This slowed measurements down
significantly because before measurements could be continued thermally stabilized
conditions had to be reached again.
The final resuls of these measurements were obtained with ZnS:Ag. However,
experiments also included tests with Mg3 F2 GeO4 :Mn and La2 O2 S:Eu. Respectively,
these phosphors are sensitive at higher and lower temperatures than ZnS:Ag. Both
emit at wavelengths longer than > 500 nm. Strong soot luminosity at these longer
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Figure 7.14: Piston with a thermal barrier coating out of yttria-stabilized zirconia
(YSZ) including the spray axis (dashed line), the profile of the steel piston (red line),
and the three phosphor thermometry measurement points (blue circles).
(a)

(b)

Figure 7.15: (a) Surface temperature of the TBC piston at the bowl for lower
load operating condition. (b) Surface temperature of the steel piston at the rim for
higher load operating condition.

wavelengths impeded any measurements with Mg3 F2 GeO4 :Mn and La2 O2 S:Eu.
However, soot luminosity also threatened measurements with ZnS:Ag. During the
first attempts, standard diesel fuel was injected. The large amount of polycyclic
hydrocarbon in this fuel created high soot concentrations. This resulted in very
strong soot luminosity against which the signal from ZnS:Ag could not compete.
Therefore, the fuel was changed to n-heptane – a common diesel surrogate – to
reduce the amount of soot and still operate under very comparable conditions.
Application of the phosphor with an airbrush proved to be adequate since it was
simple and could be done by simply removing the optical cylinder head. Furthermore,
thin phosphor coatings could also be obtained. Under a high resolution microscope
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Figure 7.16: Dynamic heat flux of the steel piston at the piston bowl rim for the
higher load operating condition. The dotted line indicates the difference between
the bulk mean gas temperature and the surface temperature.

a cut and prepared piece of the piston was analyzed. This ascertained the phosphor
thickness to be between 2 µm and 15 µm. The HPC binder showed good resistance
to the harsh environment and re-coating was only necessary a few times.
The higher load operating conditions proved to be very hot for the phosphor.
This yielded lower accuracy and precision at higher temperatures (see Table 7 in
Paper I on pages 1964). Low precision may be one reason for the great spread
of the surface temperature in Figures 7.15a and 7.15b. Another explanation are
cycle-to-cycle variations of the heat transfer to the piston.
A sudden rise of the heat flux at the piston bowl rim of the steel piston coincided
approximately with the timing of flame impingement observed with the high-speed
camera during separate experiments (see Paper I pages 1956). This indicated a
possibly great impact of flame impingement on in-cylinder heat transfer (see Figure
7.16).
Additional findings and outcomes of this study are summarized in the bullet
points below and in the conclusions given in respect to RQ 3.2 and RQ 3.4:
• Combustion was slower and volumetric efficiency was lower with the YSZ
coating (see Figure 12 and Figure 13 in Paper I pages 1962 and 1963)
• The phosphor signal had difficulties to compete with soot luminosity and must
have a short wavelength.
• The optical cylinder head had to be improved to enable measurements during
the entire engine cycle.
• If pistons with a TBC coating are used, uncoated pistons used for comparison
should be manufactured after coating of the TBC piston to get the same piston
profile.
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RQ 1.2: Does the accuracy of phosphor thermometry surface
temperature measurements also enable the analysis of spatially
and temporally resolved heat transfer to a pistons with TBC
insulation? If so, what accuracy and precision of the temperature measurement can be expected?
Paper I showed that the phosphor ZnS:Ag enabled temporally resolved
surface temperature measurements on top of a TBC coating based on
yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ). The spatial resolution of this measurement was 4 mm (see in Paper I page 1957) which is relatively small
compared to the piston diameter of 130 mm. The higher average surface
temperature of the TBC coated piston (see Figure 14 Paper I page 1963)
resulted in a greater standard deviation of the measurements of up to
σT = 7% (see Table 7 Paper I page 1964). Surface temperatures were
below 600 ◦C. This results in a maximum standard deviation of an individual surface temperature reading of 42 ◦C. Averaging over at least 100
measurements leads to a standard deviation of the average value which is
smaller than or equal to 4.2 K. The calculation of the standard deviation
√
of the average value (σT ) is based on: σT = σT / N . In this formula
found [184], N is the number of measurements used for averaging.
The difference of the maximum and minimum temperature during combustion was always greater than 10 K (see Figure 19 Paper I page 1965).
Therefore, the accuracy of these phosphor thermometry measurements on
top of a pistons with TBC insulation did enable the analysis of the heat
transfer process during combustion.
RQ 3.4: What is the observed magnitude difference of the temperature swing on a YSZ coated piston compared to that on a
steel piston?
For the experimental conditions described in Table 3 in Paper I page
1958, the maximum surface temperature variation during combustion was
of the same order of magnitude for the YSZ coated piston and the steel
piston (see Figure 19 in Paper I page 1965). This behavior contrasts the
approximately 6 times lower thermal effusivity of YSZ compared to steel
(see Table 2 in Paper I on page 1956). As a result, the dynamic heat flux
was approximately an order of magnitude lower for the YSZ coated piston
(see Figure 20 and Figure 21 in Paper I on page 1966).
In addition to the findings described above, the measurements on a steel and a YSZ
coated piston lead to a follow-up question:
• Was the surface temperature spread at individual crank angle degrees partly
due to cycle-to-cycle variations of the local heat transfer or merely due to
poor measurement precision?
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This follow-up question materialized into research question RQ 3.2. This research
question was later considered in the measurements that are described in the next
section.

7.5.2

Simultaneous surface temperature measurements and
high speed images of flame impingement

After the previously discussed phosphor thermometry measurements, questions
regarding the spread remained. Thus, the next measurements which are explained
in detail in papers III and IV were designed to test whether cycle-to-cycle variations
of flame impingement cause the observed spread. To investigate this, surface
temperature measurements must be coupled to parameters that describe flame
impingement. Flame impingement can effectively be examined with high speed
images of the flame’s natural luminosity. To prepare such surface temperature
measurements that are coupled to simultaneously acquired high speed images,
experience from previous measurements was analyzed. This lead to the improvement
of the optical access and a search for new phosphors. The latter was decided due to
the limited temperature range of ZnS:Ag and emerging knowledge of the influence
of engine lubricants on this phosphor [181].
A first attempt to acquire simultaneous high speed images of the flame impingement and surface temperature measurements was unsuccessful due to two reasons.
Leakage in the optical access of the first improved version resulted in a rapid failure
of the window. The second reason is related to the choice of the phosphor. For this
first unsuccessful attempt, YVO4 :Dy was selected and an amplifier and gating was
supposed to be applied (see reference F in Figure 7.11 and Table 7.3). Gating of
the PMT was used to cut the first strong part of the multi-exponential signal. Only
the later, weaker part of the luminescence decay signal was acquired. This part of
the decay signal is more temperature sensitive with the drawback that the signal is
not as strong and the decay time is longer. Due to the weak signal and the long
decay time, the phosphor signal could not compete with the temporally varying
soot luminosity background.
For the second attempt, a different phosphor was therefore selected and the
optical access was improved further. This lead to the use of YAG:Ce & 10DySZ as
the phosphor and an optical access that did not suffer from leakage. To maintain the
window free from soot without having to stop the engine to clean it, an additional
frequency-doubled pulsed Nd:YAG laser with a repetition rate of 8 Hz was introduced.
The 532 nm laser beam was expanded and aligned so it would illuminate the entire
surface of the window. With a fluence of approximately 60 mJ cm−2 , the expanded
beam managed to free the surface of the window from soot. The entire setup is
shown in Figure 7.17. Subsequently the setup is explained using the annotations in
this figure. A pulsed 355 nm laser beam was directed into the optical access with
a large dielectric laser mirror (DM1). Through refraction, the window made the
beam parallel to the cylinder axis enabling excitation of the same measurement
point throughout the cycle. The phosphor’s luminescence signal was transmitted
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Figure 7.17: Sketch (a) and picture (b) of the setup for simultaneous surface temperature measurements and high speed images of flame impingement. Annotations
are explained in the text.
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through the dielectric mirror DM1 due to its longer wavelength. The beam splitter
(SBS) transmitted 80% of the light. The lens (L1) focused the transmitted part
onto the photocathode of the PMT. A shutter (S) protected the photocathode from
bleaching and filters (BP) spectrally discriminated the signal from the background.
The high speed camera acquired 50 frames at 30000 frames per second (fps) in each
cycle. It faced the beam splitter (SBS) which reflects 20%. This way the same
optical access was used for both phosphor thermometry and the high speed camera.
The 532 nm laser beam that was used to clean the window was expanded with a
spherical negative lens (L2). An additional dielectric mirror which was slightly off
axis guided the laser beam towards the window.
The measurements were conducted on a Scania D13 inline six-cylinder engine
with an special LabVIEW™-based control system. The control system was capable
of sending out trigger signals at any time during the cycle. This is an important
capability to synchronize the high speed camera, phosphor thermometry, and engine
indication, i.e. fast measurements of the crank angle and the cylinder pressure.
With this system a specific surface temperature measurement can be traced back to
a specific cycle and a specific impingement event.
Only one cylinder of the provided six-cylinder research engine was fired. This
cylinder was the one in which measurements were conducted. With a measurement
repetition rate of 10 Hz, one temperature reading was obtained every cycle. To avoid
that thermal transients affect temperature measurements from different cycles, the
engine had to be operated at thermally stabilized conditions. The time when the
engine had thermally stabilized was determined by temperature measurements of the
oil before and after injection into the piston cooling gallery. Due to the fact that only
one cylinder was fired, it would have taken a long time to reach thermally stabilized
conditions. Therefore, engine oil and engine coolant were heated to approximately
70 ◦C even before the engine was started. Despite the inconvenience of having a large
thermal inertia, the inline six-cylinder engine is advantageous as it is intrinsically
balanced. Absence of vibrations enabled precise targeting of the laser beam to
measure at the same point in each cycle.
Due to the purpose to investigate heat transfer during flame impingement, two
injectors were used with the same specifications but different injector tip yaw angles.
One injector was yawed so that one spray plume targeted the measurement point
and the other one was yawed so that the measurement point was in between two
spray plumes. The two injectors were also rate tested to ensure a high degree of
similarity of injection characteristics. Besides the variation of injectors, the injection
pressure was also varied. Before the experiments, it was hypothesized that a higher
injection pressure would cause a higher velocity of the tip of the combusting spray
plume during impingement. This was proven to be true (See Figure 11 in Paper IV
on page 8). The intention was to inject the same amount of fuel in all four cases.
However, the sensitive temperature range of the phosphor was exceeded during
initial measurements at the impingement point. Therefore, measurements at the
impingement point had to be re-run with a lower load. Time did however not allow
to redo the measurements in between two sprays with the reduced load. Thus,
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Figure 7.18: (a) High speed image during flame impingement including the
boundary of the optical access (purple) and the phosphor thermometry measurement
location (red). (b) Identical image with the detected flame (green and blue) and
the limits for the calculation of the velocity (white lines).

measurement at the impingement point were conducted with an IM EPg ≈ 2.7 bar
and measurements in between two flames were carried out at an engine load of
IM EPg ≈ 4.7 bar.
Figure 7.18a presents a high speed image of flame impingement on the piston
bowl rim where phosphor thermometry measurements were conducted. The surface
temperature measurement location is marked in red and is known from a high speed
image that captured the location where the laser excited the phosphor. The purple
oval indicates the outline of the optical access. The image analysis used an algorithm
to detect the flame. Due to high contrast in the images, the algorithm could be
based on a global intensity threshold. The result of flame detection is illustrated
in Figure 7.18b. The part of the flames’ leading edge that is in between the two
white lines in Figure 7.18b were used to determine the velocity of the flame. This
parameter describes an important aspect of flame impingement. The ratio of the
measurement location that is covered by the flame is another parameter that can
be extracted from the high speed images in order to characterize the impingement
event. A third parameter to quantitatively express the impingement event is the
timing when the measurement location is covered by the flame for the first time.
Figure 7.19 relates these three parameters to 124 consecutive surface temperature
measurements at the impingement point. The grey lines in the plots are the result
of least-squares regressions. They are supposed to guide the eye and illustrate
that it is more likely to measure higher temperatures if the flame covers a greater
part of the measurement point (Figure 7.19a), if the flame velocity at the onset of
flame impingement is higher (Figure 7.19b), and if flame impingement occurs earlier
(Figure 7.19c). These three plots indicate that causality of cycle-to-cycle surface
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7.19: Plots that illustrate the influence of flame impingement on cycleto-cycle variations of the surface temperature for measurements with 2000 bar rail
pressure at the impingement point at −0.84 CAD afTDC. (a) Surface temperature
versus the percentage of the measurement that is covered by the flame. (b) Surface
temperature versus velocity of the combustion spray plume at the onset of flame
impingement. (c) Surface temperature versus the timing of the onset of flame
impingement.

temperature variations at the impingement point and cycle-to-cycle variations of
flame impingement is plausible. Please note that all three plots in Figure 7.19 are
based on exactly the same data. The high-speed images were merely analyzed in
distinctive ways yielding the three previously explained parameters that describe
flame impingement. Each parameter was then related to the surface temperature.
Even though all figures are based on the same data, Figure 7.19b lacks a data point
with a temperature greater than 420 ◦C which the other two figures include. For the
cycle in which this maximum temperature was observed, the frame rate of 30 000 fps
did not suffice to capture a frame in which the flame is present in the field of view
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(b)

Figure 7.20: Surface temperature (a) and corresponding dynamic heat flux (b)
at the impingement point and in between two impingement points for 2000 bar rail
pressure.

before impingement. Thus, the velocity of the combusting spray plume at the onset
of impingement could not be determined. As a result, the data point with the
maximum temperature does not appear in Figure 7.19b.
RQ 3.2: To what extent do cycle-to-cycle variations of the piston surface temperature correlated to cycle-to-cycle variations
of flame impingement?
During impingement and shortly after impingement, the cycle-to-cycle
variations of the surface temperature at the impingement point were shown
to be correlated to three parameters that describe flame impingement: the
percentage of measurement point covered by the flame, the velocity of the
combustion spray plume at the onset of impingement, and the timing of
the onset of flame impingement (see Figure 7.19). The correlations are
an indication of causality between surface temperature and flame impingement. The correlations in Figure 7.19 can be described with a coefficient
of determination, R2 , as defined in [184]. The values of the coefficient
of determination of the linear regressions are given in each figure. The
R2 -value shows that the linear regression in Figure 7.19a describes the
behavior of the data better than the linear regression in Figure 7.19c. Ergo,
the presence of the flame has a clearer effect on the surface temperature
than the timing of the onset of flame impingement.
This research question is also addressed in in Paper III on page 8.
Figure 7.20b presents the surface temperature at the impingement point and in
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between two impingement points for 2000 bar rail pressure. As mentioned before,
the measurements at the impingement point and in between two impingement points
were conducted at different engine loads. Nevertheless, it is worth comparing the two
cases since they do provide insights regarding three-dimensionality of heat transfer
in the solid. The surface temperature at the impingement point rises abruptly
during flame impingement. Similarly, it decreases again as the flame ceases to exist
in the vicinity of the measurement point. Later, at around 20 CAD afTDC, a second
maximum occurs before the temperature starts to decrease. For a more detailed
discussion of this behavior, please refer to in Paper III page 7 and 8.

RQ 3.1: To what extent does flame impingement cause a spatial inhomogeneity of heat transfer and surface temperature?
Before combustion and flame impingement, i.e. between −20 CAD and
−2 CAD, the temperature at the impingement point and in between two
impingement points are very similar with a temperature difference smaller
than 5 K. However, during combustion, the measurements at the two
locations do not exhibit similar behaviors. At the impingement point,
measurements show an abrupt rise followed by a sudden decrease during
impingement. However, in between two impingement points this behavior
is not observed. During impingement, surface temperature is up to 50 K
higher at the impingement point than in between two impingement points.
This is true despite the lower load of the engine operating conditions
for the measurements at the impingement point. While the flame with
high soot concentrations is impinging onto the measurement point signal
trapping and laser extinction will occur. As seen in Section 7.3.3, signal
trapping and laser extinction may cause a maximum overestimation of the
temperature of 20 K. Therefore, the spatial temperature inhomogeneity
accounts for at least 30 K.
In between two impingement points the temperature rises monotonically
until a global maximum is reached at around 20 CAD afTDC. The timing
of the global temperature maximum in between two impingement points
coincides with the second maximum of the measurements at the impingement point. A possible explanation for this behavior is three-dimensional
heat flux inside the piston. It may be hypothesized, that during flame
impingement a great heat flux from the gas to the piston occurs locally at
the impingement point. This causes a local temperature increase and heat
transfer to colder areas in the vicinity of the hot spot. When heat flux
from the gas to the piston at the impingement point cannot compete with
the heat flux away from it, temperature decreases. A second maximum is
reached when the entire piston reaches its temperature maximum. Threedimensional heat flux inside the piston at the impingement point could also
explain why the dynamic heat flux drops to negative values shortly after
flame impingement (see Figure 7.20b). The heat flux is calculated assum-
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ing one-dimensional heat flux. Therefore, three-dimensional heat flux can
cause artifacts such as incorrect negative values in the one-dimensional
calculation. Due to the plausibility of the hypothesis it is concluded that
heat flux in the piston appears to be three-dimensional.
This research question and the possibility of three-dimensional heat flux is
discussed in detail in in Paper IV page 9 and 10
Measurement for 1000 bar and 2000 bar rail pressure in between the flame have
a similar behavior close TDC (see Figures 12 B and D in Paper IV on page 9). For
the measurements at 1000 bar and 2000 bar, different laser fluences were used. For
measurements in between two spray plumes and a rail pressure of 2000 bar, the laser
fluence was approximately 9 mJ cm−2 . In contrast, similar measurement for 1000 bar
rail pressure used a laser fluence of approximately 48 mJ cm−2 . Despite the very
high fluence for the 1000 bar case, LII does not appear to affect the measurements
during the 5 CAD during which the flame covers the measurement point (See Figure
11 in Paper IV on page 8). Measurement for 1000 bar and 2000 bar show a similar
behavior. As a result LII can be disregarded as a significant influence on the
measurements. Measurements at the impingement point used a laser fluence of
34 mJ cm−2 . This laser fluence is smaller than that used in between two spray
plumes for 1000 bar rail pressure. Therefore, LII cannot be considered a dominant
influence for these measurements, either.
RQ 3.3: What similarities and differences can be seen between
the behavior of the local in-cylinder heat transfer coefficient and
that of Woschni’s model?
Woschi’s model for the global in-cylinder heat transfer coefficient (HTC)
and the HTC derived from surface temperature measurements are compared
in Paper IV in Figure 14 on page 11. The comparison showed that
Woschni’s model and the data from this measurement campaign predicted
and showed higher HTCs during compression than during expansion.
The sudden rise of the HTC at the impingement point during flame
impingement for the data derived from surface temperature measurements
is not represented in Woschni’s model.
As previously mentioned in Section 7.4.2, measurements during this measurement
campaign showed that the phosphor (YAG:Ce & 10DySZ) yielded unsatisfactory
accuracy and precision for temperature below approximately 325 ◦C. Measurements
at lower temperatures were therefore not used further. The low precision and
accuracy stems from the phosphor’s low sensitivity at such low temperatures.
Initially, it was intended to apply the phosphor only to a small point. This was
supposed to increase spatial resolution as it eliminates problems of misalignment.
This proved however not to be possible with the applied HPC binder. The coated
phosphor dot did not stay long enough on the surface of the piston. While applying
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Figure 7.21: Image from a high resolution microscope of the thickness of the
phosphor coating on a plain washer. The plain washer was placed close to the
measurement point while coating the piston for experiments in between the flame.
the phosphor, a plain washer was placed in the close vicinity of the measurement
point. This enabled simple analysis of the coating thickness which was between
6.7 µm and 19.3 µm (see Figure 7.21).
Additional findings, outcomes, and practical insights of this measurement campaign are summarized in the bullet points below and in the conclusions given in
respect to research question RQ 1.1:
• Higher injection pressure caused greater velocity of the flame during impingement (in Paper IV in Figure 9 on page 6).
• Higher injection pressure resulted in earlier flame impingement (in Paper IV
in Figure 11 on page 8).
• The improved optical access refracts the beam correctly and leakage was not a
problem anymore. The same window could be used for several hours without
failure.
• Cleaning the window with an additional laser worked well in practice.
• The absence of temperature control inside the engine cell poses challenges for
such measurement due to resulting insufficient cooling of the lasers. The lasers
ran repeatedly into overheating issues.

7.5. Measurements
RQ 1.1: Does the accuracy and precision of phosphor thermometry surface temperature measurements enable the analysis of spatially and temporally resolved heat transfer to a noninsulated piston during conventional diesel combustion? If so,
what accuracy and precision of the temperature measurement
can be expected?
Figure 7.10c in Section 7.3.3 shows that achieving a standard deviation of
individual measurements below 2 K is possible if sensitivity Sτ is greater
than 0.58 % K−1 . Even under the low load conditions investigated in this
thesis, the temperature swing is significantly greater than 2 K. Therefore,
even single measurements could resolve the cyclic temperature variation.
Obviously, the standard deviation becomes even smaller when averaging:
√
σT = σT / N . In this formula from [184], N is the number of measurements used for averaging.
The estimate of the precision applies however only for measurement conditions in which the signal is not attenuated by signal trapping and laser
extinction. Furthermore, a bias of up to 20 K due to exposure of the phosphor to the harsh in-cylinder environment has to be assumed as well (see
Section 7.4.3). In addition to these parameters that depended on the measurement conditions, there are also other parameters that affect accuracy
and precision, among others: sensitivity of the phosphor, linearity of the
detector, detector settings, and laser pulse energy. Therefore, a general
value for the accuracy and precision cannot be given. Nevertheless, as
shown above, it can be said that under certain conditions it is possible to
achieve an accuracy and precision that enables resolving the temperature
variation.
During in-cylinder measurements the laser beam diameter of 4 mm determined the spatial resolution. As the answer to research question RQ 3.1
could illustrate, this resolution is sufficient to study spatial differences.
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Heat Transfer Coefficient
Inside Piston Cooling
Gallery

The greatest part of in-cylinder heat losses in diesel engines is transferred to
the piston (see Section 2.2). To handle the great thermal load, pistons in heavyduty diesel engines are usually equipped with annular cooling galleries between
the bowl and the ring pack. These cooling galleries remove the largest part of the
heat to the piston [76]. The trend of increasing specific power density of modern
internal combustion engines exacerbates problems arising from thermal load to the
piston [185]. Problems related to excessive thermal load include piston oxidation,
thermal deformation, piston seizure, and generally engine failure. Increasing power
density put therefore higher requirements on the piston cooling gallery. To ensure
that cooling is sufficient, knowledge of the heat transfer inside cooling galleries is
helpful.
This lead to previous experimental investigations on the heat transfer inside
piston cooling galleries [185–187]. These studies suffered however from limited spatial
resolution and were in some cases even restricted to standstill conditions. Recently,
many investigations on heat transfer inside piston cooling galleries were based on
numerical instead of experimental methods [188–191]. Such investigations simulate
the two-phase flow inside piston cooling galleries and provide a spatial distribution
of the heat transfer coefficient (HTC). Therefore, heat transfer simulations in the
cooling gallery are of great interest for engine development. Wang et al. [191]
conducted such a numerical study using different approaches to model the oil-air
interface. These approaches yielded a difference of the heat transfer coefficient of
approximately 15%, revealing the difficulty to simulate the two-phase flow inside
the piston cooling gallery. This study also illustrated that verification of such
simulations is necessary.
To determine the total heat flux to the piston, a steady-state boundary condition
is necessary (see Section 5.1). In this thesis, the need for an additional boundary
condition is therefore combined with the broader interest in heat transfer in piston
cooling galleries. As a result, the decision was taken to determine the HTC inside
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the piston cooling gallery experimentally.
The annular piston cooling gallery is an inaccessible, internal channel. Therefore,
direct measurements at the solid-fluid interface are not feasible. Instead this thesis
applied a method which is often referred to as transient inverse approach. In short,
this method uses the temperature history of a component that contains an internal
channel during a thermal transient which is governed by the heat transfer to or
from the fluid in the internal channel. The heat transfer in the internal channel is
then inferred from the measured temperature history. This approach has previously
been applied to determine the HTC in internal channels [151–157]. Despite of that,
the transient inverse approach had – to the author’s best knowledge – never been
applied to piston cooling galleries.
This chapter presents efforts that were undertaken in this project to determine
the HTC inside the piston cooling gallery with the transient inverse approach and
an IR thermometry. These efforts considered research question RQ 2.1 on page 54.
The aim of this chapter is to provide an overview and to communicate practical
experience. For a detailed discussion of the results and the setup, the reader is
referred to Paper II.

8.1

Implementation

The transient inverse approach combines measurements of an object’s transient
temperature response to convective heat transfer and an optimization algorithm that
adjusts the HTC in a numerical heat transfer model until the calculated response
matches to the measured one. Thus, the approach consists of an experimental part
and a numerical one.
Transient experiments for this approach often apply thermal imaging with an
IR camera because it provides large spatial and temporal resolution. Furthermore,
IR thermometry is non-invasive and does not not require instrumentation of test
objects. For the same reasons, experiments in this thesis also applied an IR camera.
Since convective heat transfer in the cooling gallery shall be the sole cause for the
pistons’ thermal transient, combustion is not permitted during experiments. Therefore, the argument for excluding IR thermometry from piston surface temperature
measurements is not valid here.
During the experiments, heat transfer in the piston cooling gallery should be
as similar, if not equal, to heat transfer in the engine during operation. In general,
convective heat transfer is dependent on the fluid’s properties, e.g. its Prandtl
number. Thus, the fluid inside the piston cooling gallery must have the same
properties during experiments and during engine operation. Considering that fluid
properties are temperature dependent, the fluid, i.e. the engine oil, must have
the same temperature during the experiments as during engine operation. In the
transient inverse approach, the measurement object, i.e. the piston, is supposed
to have a homogeneous temperature before the start of the transient. During the
experiment, the measurement object may be exposed to either heating or cooling.
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If a transient cooling process would have been chosen, the piston would have had to
have a homogeneous temperature higher than the oil temperature at the beginning
of the experiment. This is, however, rather impractical because the engine oil has a
temperature of approximately 90 ◦C during engine operation. As a result, a transient
heating process was chosen. The piston was at room temperature at the beginning
when the injection of heated oil initiated the experiment. The direction of heat
transfer in the piston cooling gallery during the experiment was therefore opposite
to the direction of heat transfer during engine operation. This does however not
affect the measurements because the HTC is independent of direction.
Preheating the oil in the engine to the required temperature warms up the
entire engine. This would also warm up the measurement object, as well. As a
result, the piston would not have a homogeneous temperature at the beginning of
the experiment. During experiments, oil injection into the cooling gallery must be
controlled independently from the engine. It was aimed to motor the engine before
the start of the experiment to reach the same reciprocating conditions of the piston
as experienced during regular operation. If the oil system were not decoupled from
the engine, the oil nozzle would start to inject oil into the piston cooling gallery
as soon as the engines is motored. To decouple the oil system and to isolate the
piston from the engine, it was decided to use a piston extension and an external oil
conditioning system.
Pistons’ complex shape encumbers the process to infer the HTC from surface
temperature measurements with an optimization algorithm. Therefore, the measurement object was machined to obtain a uniform material thickness between the
piston cooling gallery and the piston bowl. The thickness of the material was chosen
to be 1 mm after consideration of machining tolerances and the duration of the
transient heating process. Due to the small thickness, the heat transfer inside the
remaining steel layer can be considered one-dimensional. The machined piston with
a homogeneously thick steel layer between the piston cooling gallery and the piston
bowl is marked with number 7 in Figure 8.1.
Subsequently, the experimental setup and experimental procedure is explained
with reference to the numbers in Figure 8.1. Preheated and conditioned oil from the
supply (1) started streaming through the volumetric flow meter (2) as soon as the
solenoid valve (3) opened. The oil pressure (4) and temperature (5) were measured
right before the oil nozzle which injected the oil into the piston cooling gallery (6).
The preheated oil caused a temperature transient in the piston (7) which was initially
at room temperature. An IR camera (8) with a quantum detector recorded the
piston’s temperature transient. The piston’s reciprocating movement does not allow
long detector time constants. Therefore, an IR cameras with a micro-bolometer
detector would not have been suitable in this application. To ensure high emissivity
of the surface, the piston was spray painted matte black (see Section 4.2). The
piston’s vertical surfaces do not appear in the IR camera’s field of view. Therefore,
highly reflective IR-mirrors (9) were fastened to a pyramid-shaped structure in the
center of the piston bowl. These mirrors reflected the thermal radiation on vertical
surfaces. The oil temperature was measured after the piston cooling gallery’s outlet
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Figure 8.1: Sketch of the setup to determine the HTC inside the piston cooling
gallery with a transient inverse approach. The numbers are explained in the text.

(10).
If absolute temperatures are to be measured with an IR camera, great care has
to be taken to estimate the surface emissivity correctly. Using a IR calibration
source, the IR camera was calibrated for the present measuements with settings that
allowed measurements between ambient temperature and 100 ◦C. An additional in
situ calibration yielded the pistons emissivity.
To determine the HTC from the measured temperature transient, the experiments
have to be combined with an optimization algorithm that includes a numerical
model of the measurement object. Due to the small thickness of the metal layer
in between the cooling gallery and the piston bowl, the heat flux can be assumed
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one-dimensional. The thin metal layer faced on one side the piston cooling gallery
and on the other side the piston bowl with merely air. The transient inverse
approach determined the HTC on the side where the cooling gallery was located
and neglected heat transfer to the air in the piston bowl. A fully implicit, onedimensional heat transfer solver was programmed and verified to simulate the heat
transfer in the thin metal layer. The solver was based on the finite volume method.
Using the a pixel’s temperature history, a trust-region reflective non-linear least
squares solver in MATLAB® adjusted the HTC, a time delay and the oil temperature
to minimize the residual sum of squares (RSS) between the modeled and measured
temperature history. Applying this optimization algorithm to all pixels yields a
spatial distribution of the HTC.
Experiments faced several hurdles. These limited their outcome in several ways.
Initially, calibration of the field of view was planned to be done with a checkerboard
pattern that follows the piston surface. This way, it was intended to relate each pixel
to a specific point on the piston surface. Several attempt to apply a checkerboard
pattern failed when the mirrors where already in place. Due to time constrains it
was therefore decided to omit this step.
The oil conditioning that preheats the oil before injection into the piston cooling
gallery was part of the single cylinder engine test cell. Due to heat losses in the
oil loop this system was unable to provide oil temperatures similar to those in an
operating engine. Oil temperature was therefore limited to approximately 60 ◦C.
For the experiments a FLIR® SC5000 IR camera was borrowed from another
department at KTH. Despite initial information that the camera could be triggered,
it was found out that triggering each frame would only be possible if an additional
internal software update would be purchased. This insight was gained when the
camera was received from the other department. For the update, the camera would
have had to be sent to FLIR® customer service. Due to the limited amount of time
the camera could be borrowed, this was not possible. Therefore, the camera could
not be triggered for each frame individually during the experiments. Individual
triggering, would have been necessary to ensure that thermal images were always
acquired when the piston was at the same position during its reciprocating movement.
Measurements while the piston was reciprocating was also impeded by oil leakage.
Oil could not be prevented from passing the small gap between the liner and the
piston rings when injecting oil into the cooling gallery during engine motoring. This
resulted in oil on the piston surface which changed surface emissivity. Furthermore,
the reciprocating piston ejected oil droplets in the entire engine lab. It has been
hypothesized that absorbing fabrics at the interface between the piston and the
cylinder liner could solve the leakage issue during the short transient experiment.
However, this idea was not pursued further because the IR camera already limited
experiments to standstill.
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Figure 8.2: Thermal images of the piston during transient heating 10 s, 20 s, and
30 s after start of oil injection.
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Figure 8.3: Distribution of the HTC inside the piston cooling gallery during
transient experiments with the piston at standstill at BDC.

8.2

Measurements

As a result of the practical issues, measurements were limited to standstill and
an oil temperature of 60 ◦C. The experiments to determine the HTC inside the
piston cooling gallery could therefore only be used to verify the method. Practically
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useful data which were expected from the measurement could unfortunately not be
obtained.
For the verification of the method, the piston was at bottom dead center (BDC)
at standstill when the oil was injected into the piston cooling gallery. The IR
camera started recording the surface temperature at 5 fps when the solenoid valve
opened. Figure 8.2 presents post processed thermal images at different times during
the transient heating process. The outer ring in these images represents the top
view of the annular piston cooling gallery. The 12 oval shaped circles inside the
ring indicate temperature measurements via mirrors on the vertical surfaces in the
bowl. The image in Figure 8.2 illustrate how the metal sheet is locally heated
where the oil is injected into the piston cooling gallery. The HTC distribution that
was calculated from each pixel’s temperature history is shown in Figure 8.3. This
figure also illustrates the good agreement of the modeled and measured temperature
transients at two locations. This is even the case at location 2 which measured the
surface temperature via a mirror.
RQ 2.1: Can a transient inverse approach, applied with an
infrared camera, spatially resolve the dominant features of the
heat transfer coefficient (HTC) inside a piston cooling gallery?
If so, what spatial resolution can be achieved and at what engine
speed can the HTC be resolved?
Application of the transient inverse approach with an IR camera could
resolve the main feature of the HTC during oil injection into the cooling
gallery at standstill. The main feature which could be observed was the
impingement point of the oil jet. A spatial resolution of the HTC of
approximately 1.2 mm pixel−1 was achieved. Work in this thesis could not
determine the HTC while the piston was reciprocating due to oil leakage
through the gap between the piston and the liner and unavailable triggering
capability of the IR camera.

9

Outlook

In this chapter, prospects are explored to conduct research in the field of heat
loss reduction and experimental heat transfer in diesel engines in the future. First,
the focus is laid on the experimental methods to determine in-cylinder heat transfer.
After beginning with phosphor thermometry, the discussion is continued with ways
to determine the steady-state boundary condition. In the end, attention is directed
towards ways to reduce in-cylinder heat losses and research questions that could
not be investigated in this thesis.
Phosphor thermometry on the piston
The limited repetition rate of surface temperature measurements has been one
of the greatest constraints of the work that was conducted in this thesis. Expanding
in-cylinder measurements to higher repetition rates has great potential and could
facilitate the resolution of the temperature swing during a single cycle.
Measurements that were carried out as part of this thesis were limited to low
engine load because at higher loads the phosphor’s sensitive temperature range
would have been exceeded. Generally, phosphor thermometry has been proven
to give reliable measurements at much higher temperatures than the maximum
temperatures. However, the large number of conditions that need to be met to enable
measurements in the extreme environment inside diesel engines limited the number
of possible phosphors to those that are insensitive at higher temperatures. For future
research, other phosphors need to be found that fulfill the various requirements
while still being sensitive at higher temperatures.
Due to the highly transient character of in-cylinder heat transfer, the phosphor
layer can have an effect on the measurements even if it is only a few micrometers
thick. Therefore, the results from this thesis need to be combined with numerical
simulations that take the measured thickness of the phosphor coating into account.
Future measurements in such transient environments would also benefit from smaller
intrusiveness of the method. This may be achieved if binders with a higher thermal
conductivity are used. Commercially-available binders that are based on boron
nitride (BN) are interesting for this reason. Boron nitride is known for its very
high thermal conductivity. Another way to reduce the methods invasiveness may be
different coating techniques. While convincingly simple, spay-coating has difficulties
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to provide very thin phosphor coatings (< 5 µm) that produce strong signals. Other
coating techniques, such as sputter deposition, can possibly generate thinner coatings
and still yield strong signals.
In general, phosphor thermometry is a temperature measurements technique
that is limited to a small community of specialists. Knowledge about the method
remains largely in academia. This hinders industrial applications even in situations
where the method is superior to other measurement methods. Future industrial
application would benefit from easily accessible, practical information about the
method. For example, a publicly-available database of phosphors including emission
wavelengths and sensitive temperature range could bridge part of this knowledge
gap.
This thesis has shown how time-consuming, expensive and difficult in-cylinder
surface temperature measurements are. Thus, acquired data has to be utilized fully.
As a result, Scania is currently undertaking efforts to compare the measurement
results to conjugate heat transfer simulations. Such simulations will include the
phosphor layer on top of the piston. This way, the measurements’ intrusiveness can
be compensated for.
Steady-state boundary condition
This project decided to use the heat transfer coefficient and the oil temperature as
the steady state boundary condition inside the material. Measurement to determine
the HTC inside the cooling gallery were only partly be successful. It was not
achieved to determine the HTC while the piston was reciprocating. Nevertheless,
there is a great room for improvement of such measurements, potentially enabling
measurements during reciprocating conditions. Possible improvements are better
sealing and an IR camera with triggering functionality. While having the appeal of
2D measurements, the method is admittedly rather complex. Therefore, different
approaches may be worth considering in the future. A steady state boundary
condition could also be determined with a templug, for example.
In-cylinder heat losses
Besides efforts to improve the methods, future research must also focus on
remaining questions that concern in-cylinder heat transfer. One of these research
questions concern the theory that higher surface temperature causes a smaller
distance between the flame and the surface. Woschni and coworkers called this
potential effect convection vive and stated that it may overcompensate surface
insulation [41,44]. This research question was discussed during the project but could
not be investigated due to lack of resources and time.
Future research shall also not loose track of the ultimate goal, that is to say, to
reduce heat losses and to increase efficiency. Previous research has focused mainly
on insulation with yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ). However, there are more ways to
reduce heat losses than coating surfaces with this particular material. In the future,
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different materials for TBCs have to be tested to determine whether heat losses are
reduced, efficiency is enhanced and combustion is not affected negatively. These
efforts will need to minimize the thermal effusivity of the coating material. Besides
TBCs other approaches may be worth investigating. One approach may be to avoid
that the flame gets close to the surface through a manipulation of the in-cylinder
flow structure.
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Summary of Papers and Author’s
Contribution
Paper I
Heat Loss Analysis of a Steel Piston and a YSZ Coated Piston in a
Heavy-Duty Diesel Engine Using Phosphor Thermometry Measurements
Variations of surface temperature and heat flux are considered and compared
for a steel piston and a piston with TBC coating out of yttria-stabilized zirconia
(YSZ). It is observed that the surface temperature is significantly higher for the
YSZ coated piston compared to the steel piston. In addition, the maximum heat
flux is an order of magnitude lower for the YSZ coated piston than for the steel
piston due to the lower thermal conductivity of the ceramic TBC and the similar
magnitude of the temperature swing. The main scientific contribution of this article
is the first application of phosphor thermometry on a YSZ coated pistons during
diesel combustion.
I, the author of this thesis and first author of the paper, conducted the experiments together with the second author. The second author was responsible for the
phosphor thermometry part and I was responsible for the rest. My part included,
therefore, the engine and the heat flux calculations. Apart from the evaluation of
the temperature from the decay signals which was conducted by the second author, I
conducted the rest of the data analysis. The writing of the manuscript was divided
between the first and the second author according to each author’s responsibilities.

Paper II
Experimental Determination of the Heat Transfer Coefficient in Piston
Cooling Galleries
This paper reports efforts to determine and spatially resolve the heat transfer
coefficient (HTC) inside the piston cooling gallery. It applies a transient inverse ap129
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proach, using surface temperature measurements from an IR camera. The approach
is verified during this study but problems with oil leakage and camera triggering
impeded measurements for a reciprocating piston. The scientific contribution of this
paper is the first application of the transient inverse approach and an IR camera for
the evaluation of the HTC inside piston cooling galleries.
The initial idea for these measurement came from me, the author of this thesis
and the first author of the paper. Under my supervision, the second author designed
the setup and acquired the data. I programmed the inverse heat transfer solver,
analyzed the data, and wrote the manuscript.

Paper III
Study on Heat Losses during Flame Impingement in a Diesel Engine
Using Phosphor Thermometry Surface Temperature Measurements
This paper presents the first phosphor thermometry surface temperature measurements at the impingement point with simultaneous acquisition of high speed
images of the flame in diesel engines. This is the main contribution of paper III. Since
individual surface temperature measurements are linked to specific impingement
events, this paper is able to show that cycle-to-cycle variations of flame impingement
have an effect on the surface temperature at the impingement point. Furthermore it
is observed that a sudden surface temperature increase occurs at the onset of flame
impingement.
The data for paper III and IV were acquired during the same experimental campaign.
I, the author of this thesis and the first author of this paper, initialized and planned
the measurements. This included, phosphor selection, design of the optical access,
and building of the setup. I carried out the measurements with help from second
author who was responsible for the high speed camera. I was responsible for the
rest. After the measurements, I analyzed the data, calibrated the phosphors, and
investigated the effect of signal trapping and laser extinction. Subsequently, I wrote
the manuscript.

Paper IV
Comparison of heat losses at the impingement point and in between two
impingement points in a diesel engine using phosphor thermometry
This paper is based on data from paper III and additional surface temperature measurements in between two impingement points. It compares of surface temperature,
heat flux and heat transfer coefficient for the two measurement locations. It was
observed that an abrupt increase of the surface temperature and a subsequent sudden
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decrease were present at the impingement point. This behavior was not found for
measurements in between two impingement points. In contrast to measurements at
the impingement point, the surface temperature was found to be only weakly correlated or uncorrelated with the presence of the flame in between two impingement
points. These findings corroborated the hypothesis of strong inhomogeneity due to
flame impingement. It was also found that the data concurred with Woschni’s heat
transfer model in respect to higher HTCs during compression than during expansion.
A single experimental campaign provided the data for paper III and IV. I, the
author of this thesis and the first author of this paper, had the initial idea for these
measurement and planned them. The second author helped during the measurements
and was responsible for the high speed images. The rest of the responsibility during
the measurements lied on me. I also conducted the data analysis and wrote the
manuscript.

Paper V
Phosphor Thermometry for In-Cylinder Surface Temperature Measurements in Diesel Engines
This article considers possible effects related to the conditions in the cylinder
of diesel engines on the accuracy and precision of phosphor thermometry measurements in this environment. Among other factors, the paper discusses the effect of
soot luminosity, phosphor stability, signal trapping and laser extinction. In addition,
the suitability of phosphors is assessed and phosphors that had previously not been
used for thermometry are analyzed.
I, the author of this thesis and the first author of this paper, conducted all measurements that are included in this paper with the exception of the measurements
regarding phosphor stability. These measurements were conducted together with the
second author. I analyzed the data and wrote the paper with help from the second
author.

Errata of Appended Papers
In Paper I
Equation 15 should be:
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Equation 21 should be:
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